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EDITOR’S

COMMENT

What does the future look like?

T

hat’s a loaded question, but it could look a lot like
this issue: Good old South African work ethic to do
the best that you can when applying yourself to your
particular job.
South Africans breathed a collective sigh of relief early
in October when former finance minister Nhlanhla Nene
resigned from his position as finance minister under what
were sensational circumstances. While his subsequent
apology for his actions does not remedy the mutual part
he played in state capture, he proved he had a conscience
when it came to his role in the collateral damage caused
by the governance of Jacob Zuma and his allies.
Nene is not a bad person; one could say he just got
mixed up with the wrong crowd and succumbed to a form
of strong-armed governance. We don’t know the stress and political pressure he faced
when he was working for his former employer, Zuma. But whichever way you choose
to look at the way he left his position under the employ of president Cyril Ramaphosa,
Nene’s successor indicates further Ramaphosa’s commitment to investment in our
country, and more importantly, his will to lead from the top down.
Tito Mboweni has vast economic experience and a lesser appointment to the position
of new finance minister would have further compacted an already hostile economic
climate in South Africa.
Amid the doom and gloom of rising international oil prices and subsequent fuel price
increases, which lead to higher rates of inflation and the related negatives associated
with this (to mention but a few of the issues South Africans currently face), the president
has appointed a man with a sound work ethic. His local and international networks for
tapping into investor funding and investor confidence must surely be immense.
While we can’t say that this was part of Ramaphosa’s greater plan for economic
growth for the country, his appointment of Mboweni signals that he has the power to
influence people that are prepared to step up to the plate and work toward a better South
Africa. Even if that means that they have to come out from semi-retirement to help – it’s
a commitment on Mboweni’s part to work hard.
Much the same can be said for the Symbiotic relationship between two Cape Townbased businesses – LRS Implants and Executive Engineering ¬– each featured in
their own right in this issue. One is one of South Africa’s leading companies providing
a full suite of solutions for both upper and lower limb salvage scenarios using the
latest advancements in 3D printing technologies, and the other is broadening their
manufacturing capabilities by investing heavily in their own research and development
and production equipment.
Of course this is just a small taste of industry 4.0 and smart factory related
opportunities available to South Africans. If they are prepared to put their heads down
and work for them that is.
In this issue we also celebrate what marks a significant 100-year anniversary in the
history of a company that continues to manufacture and supply a comprehensive range
of cutting tools for both local and international markets. Not many companies can say
that they have been around for 100 years. Even fewer can say so in South Africa.
The ‘Things to do in Kameeldrift East’ list might not be very long – but the list of
products manufactured by Bepicon Steel Construction for the cell phone tower industry
is. Like it or not, we live in the information age and the spectrum of interconnectivity is
endless. Based outside of Pretoria, Danie Botha and his accomplishments in the metal
fabricating industry is yet another example of what happens when you put in the long
hours of dedication it takes to make something out of nothing.
There are broad factors at play when it comes to how a country’s macroeconomic
environment functions, and while we all want to see various aspects of our country
change under the leadership of the new president, we must
remember to be patient too. We as a collective must keep
moving forward and keep sticking to that special something
South Africans are known for worldwide – our work ethic. Who
knows what opportunities may arise out of such a collective
Damon Crawford
mindset in the future. We’re not Singapore, but even
Online Editor
Singaporean companies like to employ South Africans.
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VIEW

POINT

Industry 4.0 and CAD/CAM software:
Five Questions

F

orward-thinking CAD/CAM
companies are addressing
the emerging shift in
manufacturing towards Industry
4.0. Where does CAD/CAM fit into
this picture? Specifically, where
does the software programme you
use fit into these goals at your
company?
These are important questions
to ensure that your shop or factory
is robust from a data gathering
and managing perspective. You’ll
also want to become increasingly
efficient so that the statistical
markers improve over time. Here
are five key areas to discuss with
your CAD/CAM software provider
regarding Industry 4.0.
Connectivity: How many places
does the software touch to ensure
that the data can be brought
in, used and shared in the best
way possible? Can that information be used in other areas
of the shop? The CAD/CAM software directs the machine
tool of course, but it’s also a platform for the shop to do a
variety of things, including metrology, robotics and digital
tool management. All of these pieces are necessary for the
connectivity that comes with Industry 4.0.
Partnerships: How well does the CAD/CAM software
play with others? Partnerships with machine manufacturers,
tooling developers, and other software utilities ensure that all
the pieces can connect.
Advanced Toolpaths: Does the software’s functionality
improve with each release? Are the toolpaths “smart”? For
example, dynamic motion toolpaths are a big step up. With
dynamic motion, the angle of tool engagement constantly
changes to keep a consistent, optimal chip load on the tool
and more of flute length can be used. One result is reduced
machine time for specific jobs. With 2D cutting and 3D
roughing, for example, machine time can be cut by 75%. Also,
tool life can increase due to cut consistency and the smooth
motion is easier on the machine.
Another exciting advancement is a technique known
as accelerated finishing, which is geared towards faster
machining and better surface finish on parts with complex
geometries. New classes of tools, such as advanced shaped
tools, require CAD/CAM companies to work closely with
tool manufacturers to develop toolpath motion that takes
advantage of these shapes.

Further, with regard to toolpath development, what is the
nature of the company’s beta effort? An active beta user base
not only relays experiences about software, but proactive
users often report what they see on the horizon from a
shop floor level, generating new ideas that will need to be
addressed in an upcoming release.
Testing: How does the CAD/CAM software company test
its product? Having direct access to a machine shop, for
example, exposes the issues that typical shops run into. With
a variety of types and brands of machine tools – some new,
some older – that shop can be the proving ground where
great toolpaths and fresh approaches are forged.
Manufacturing Technology Education: Is the CAD/CAM
software widely used in the educational market? Getting
students – youth or adult – excited about manufacturing and
training them are crucial to the future of Industry 4.0. People
with knowledge of the software you use will get up to speed
quickly after you hire them.
The future of manufacturing looks bright and exciting.
There have been many technological advances in the last
decade and the onset of Industry 4.0 is fascinating. It is
essentially a digital thread, from start to finish, from the
concept to the output. No one company or manufacturer
encompasses all of what Industry 4.0 is and does. Many
pieces need to be connected to each other to make Industry
4.0 effective and practical in the workplace and your CAD/
CAM programme is an important part of that process.

This is the expert opinion of Ben Mund - Senior Market Analyst, CNC Software Inc.
The article first appeared in Advanced Manufacturing
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Which 5-axis machining center
is right for you? DMG MORI explains
With so many choices in 5-axis machining technology, how do you know which is best for your
shop? First, consider the parts. Then, look at existing processes and potential 5-axis benefits.

T

here are plenty of reasons to take
advantage of today’s 5-axis machining
technology. First, it gives you access to
all five sides of a prismatic workpiece. If for
no other reason than being able to eliminate
additional setups or processes, this technology
can be justified in a wide range of applications,
and at a surprisingly affordable cost. As the
parts get more complex, the payback increases
with the ability to generate intricate workpiece
features or contours that cannot be machined
efficiently, or at all, with a conventional threeaxis machining center.
But with so many ways to go about 5-axis
machining, how do know what is the best buy
for your shop? DMG MORI’s general manager of
Aerospace Center of Excellence, Jeff Wallace,
offers some insight.
With some 47 models of 5-axis machines in
a variety of configurations, he says, DMG MORI
is well-positioned to address the transition to
increasingly sophisticated 5-axis machining
technology. Whether you’re looking to introduce 
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five axes for the first time
or need higher machining
capacity, there are a wide
variety of options to consider.
Why 5-axis machining?
Some people mistakenly
think 5-axis technology is only
for the most complex parts.
While it certainly excels at that,
a significant majority of the
applications are simply used
to enable the machining of
five sides of a workpiece in a
single setup. With three-axis
machining, jobs might require
two, three or more setups to
get at all the features of the
part. With the done-in-one
approach, those additional
setups are eliminated in
addition to potential for error
each time you reposition
a part. The justification for
a 5-axis machine on these
grounds is simple, with
dramatic reductions in total
setup, machine time and
reduced fixturing.
Another inherent advantage of 5-axis machining is it can
use shorter tools because the tool/toolholder combination

can be tipped away from
otherwise interfering surfaces
or features on the workpiece.
This is particularly important
in die/mould work where the
use of toolholder extensions is
common to reach deep cavity
surfaces. A shorter tool results
in less vibration, allowing for
heavier or faster cutting, better
surface finish and longer tool
life.
Particularly for job shops,
5-axis machining enables
complex parts to be cut from
solid material that otherwise
might have to be cast. This
enables quick turnaround for
short-run and prototype work
on high-value parts. It’s a great
opportunity to differentiate
the shop from lower tech
competitors and build a more
profitable business.
Five-axis technology that
fits the part
First, consider your parts.
How big are they? How much do they weigh? What levels of
accuracy do they require?
For example, if the parts are small to medium size, with
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today’s technology, a tilting-tabletype machine is going to be the best
bet. If the parts are large and heavy,
an articulating head possibly on a
gantry-style machine or a horizontal
machining center may be the only
option. This consideration alone
will narrow your choices and help
you compare features of various
machine models within the required
range.

sometimes referred to as “sturtz
milling,” the tool is tilted into the
cut presenting the radius of the
tool to the surface of the part.
The ability to access more
features of a part is simply
more pronounced with full
5-axis control, as the tool can
dynamically tilt away from
interference zones on the part.
Full 5-axis control provides the
opportunity to detail hard-to-reach
features such as the corners of
pockets or bosses and create
smoother surfaces in the process.
This capability can eliminate the
need for secondary processes,
such as sinker EDM in die/mould
work.

Starting with 3+2 machining
centers
The simplest and least
expensive way to get at five sides
of a part is with a 3+2 machine
configuration. For small to medium
machines, that typically means a
three-axis machining center with
a tilting rotary table to position
the part. This of course can be
accomplished with an auxiliary twoaxis table on a standard three-axis
machining center. But a machine
with an integrated tilt table offers
better machining performance and
is easier to set up and programme.
With a 3+2 machining center,
the fourth and fifth axes are
locked down while the part is
machined. Still, almost any plane
of the workpiece can be presented
to the spindle, and surprisingly
complicated parts can be cut
efficiently.
In DMG MORI’s case, a swivel
rotary table is integrated into the
CMX U series of 3+2 machines.
With a C-frame construction,
Wallace says, these universal
machining centers also allow the
spindle to be set in a vertical or
horizontal orientation.
Moving up to full 5-axis
machining
The next step up is adding full simultaneous contouring
control to an otherwise similar machine configuration,
represented by DMG MORI’s DMU series. The primary
advantages of full 5-axis control are that you can now
dynamically tilt the tool into the cut, away from interference
zones, or keep the tool vector constant as it feeds across
sloped or free flowing surfaces. These are the reasons why
5-axis machining is so widely used for aerospace components,
orthopaedics and other parts with curving features.
For several other kinds of parts, 5-axis facilitates more
efficient use of cutting tools. Tilting the cutter relative to the
workpiece surface supports better utilisation of the milling
flutes, often cut with the side rather than the end of a cutter.
Moreover, with a 3-axis process, there is little alternative
to the ball nose end mill to generate contoured surfaces.
To get a smooth surface requires multiple passes with very
small step-overs, which takes a lot of machine time and may
still require another secondary process to smooth the cusps.
With 5-axis machining, you can even use a flat nose end mill
to generate some of the contoured surfaces. In a process
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Higher precision and
production
Higher part precision
requirements in production
environments place higher
demands on a machine’s
construction and motion control
system. Rising to these demands,
DMG MORI’s NMV series is a
vertical machine with the column
(X and Y axes) travelling overhead
in a “box-in-box” construction.
Another 5-axis machining
platform option is DMG MORI’s
DMU monoBLOCK series. This
machining platform series
offers a wide variety of options
so that machines can be
better configured for multiple
applications. It can achieve even
higher levels of precision with a
cooling system that covers the
servo motors and mounts, the
C-axis gearbox and an internally
cooled X-axis ballscrew. The
machine features a multi-sensor
system feeding a real-time control
system that can compensate for small errors caused by
thermal conditions, workpiece inertia, or other physical factors.
Software considerations
What still scares many people about 5-axis machining is
the part programming. However, CAM systems have evolved
in recent years and become much easier to use. These
systems include features where programmers can create
5-axis toolpaths and still work largely within the 3-axis context
in which they are accustomed. As a result, shops can employ
familiar cutting strategies augmented by the additional
workpiece features that 5-axis machining provides.
On the machine, controls have become much more
user friendly. For example, DMG MORI’s CELOS control
automatically checks for interference in 3D for spindles,
tables, tools, workpieces and fixtures. Once a problem is
detected, the machine will stop operation, whether it is in
automatic or manual mode.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

LRS Implants takes the lead
in additive manufacturing of
orthopaedic implants
Specialises in titanium limb salvage implants.

K

een competition in
leading international
a growing market
orthopaedic surgeons,
segment and
both in the field of limb
maintaining necessary
salvage and general
standards of quality make
orthopaedics.
the medical implant
industry a challenging
“Today medical
business. Manufacturing
machining can refer
of prosthetic devices
to a host of CNC
and implants is one
machining related
important segment of
operations producing a
this burgeoning industry.
variety of components
However, medical implant
and products from
work is not just small in
surgical implants to
terms of workpiece sizes
orthopaedic devices to
and batch sizes - lead
medical instruments.
times can also be small
Various medical parts
and one size does not
involve a range of
fit all. To compete for
challenges, but certain
implant work it is not
machining challenges in
only the expertise in
particular are common
design that counts. You
among medical parts.
also have to have the
They include smallmanufacturing tools at
scale machining or
your disposal.
micromachining,
LRS Implants,
because implanted
headed up by Neil
devices often consist of
Campbell, is one of
very tiny components;
South Africa’s leading
Machining titanium,
companies providing a
a material often used
full suite of solutions for
in medical devices
both upper and lower
because of its nonlimb salvage scenarios.
reactivity with the
Neil is passionate about
body and machining
finding solutions for
plastics, because
any orthopaedic case
certain plastics also
or problem. He holds
have this advantage
An LRS Implants modular scapular - proximal humerus reconstruction system
an Honours degree in
and custom machining,
Mechanical Engineering
because some medical
and a Masters
components can only be
degree in Biomedical
machined to specifications tailored to a particular patient’s
Engineering, both from the University of Cape Town. He has
body,” said Campbell.
spent over 10 years in the industry, working closely with
“Efficient small-batch machining is essential because new

“3D printing has progressed beyond prototyping into the making of functional
tooling and on to the additive manufacturing of end-use parts in increasingly
larger quantities. Today, 3D printing can be a more cost-effective way of
producing parts that would otherwise require prohibitively expensive or

time-consuming tooling, setups or assembly.”
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medical devices are developed quickly and refined
through many iterations, making it necessary for
machine shops to responsively provide prototype
parts. Outsourcing of medical machining is becoming
more and more common in the industry. This means
that one additional challenge for shops that wish
to participate in this market is to build, advance
and maintain relationships with medical-industry
customers in need of machining work.”
“In recent years, titanium has become
dramatically more significant as a workpiece material
in machine shops. Two industries are driving this.
One is aerospace. The latest aircraft designs use
dramatically more titanium than planes of the past.
The other is the medical industry. Titanium is a
common material used for implants and devices used
within the body. Titanium’s low thermal conductivity
and tendency to work harden make it more
challenging to machine than other metals that most
machine shops are more accustomed to facing.”
“Technology advanced to allow the use of titanium
alloy powders and through the use of an electron
beam melting or selective laser sintering process
components were manufactured. Titanium alloy
powder has a high level of sphericity, low oxygen
content, high density (bulk and tapped) as well as
controlled grain size. These properties are necessary
to make it compatible with even the most demanding
industrial applications. The use of these processes, 
Custom 3D printed Ti6Al4V hemi-pelvis on
pelvis model

and imported into 3D Computer Aided Design
(CAD) software, in my case Solidworks. The
models are then used to design a suitable
prosthesis, as well as the templates and jigs
required for the insertion of the implant.”
“The primary goals of both the designer
and the surgeon are to reconstruct and
recreate the integrity and symmetry of the
limb so as to provide the patient with a longterm, functioning and pain-free limb.”
Local manufacture with Executive
Engineering
“Revision surgery and limb-reconstruction
surgery are technically demanding and
require careful pre-operative planning in
order to achieve accurate bony cuts and
correct implant positioning and fixation. With
the use of our proprietary CAD software and
embracing the 3D printing technology, we as
a company have advanced consequently.”
“However, up until now we have been
hampered by the fact that we could not
get our 3D printed implants manufactured
locally. We would have to send our files to a
3D printing bureau in Europe and then wait
for the component to be returned. This led
to longer lead times and less control of the
manufacturing environment.”
“We have now partnered with Executive
Engineering who have invested in a new EOS
M 290 metal sintering machine, supplied
LRS Implants modular limb salvage reconstruction systems
by Rapid 3D. The EOS M 290 is based on
the DMLS (Direct Metal Laser Sintering)
which is a form of additive manufacturing (3D Printing),
3D printing technology developed by EOS. This 3D printing
facilitated rapid, cost-effective manufacture of customised
technique uses a fiber laser to melt and fuse fine metal
components that would not have been possible using
powder. Layer after layer the 3D object is built. This 3D
conventional machining techniques.”
printing method allows us to create 3D printed products with
“Today however, with the development of processes and
complex geometries including elements such as freeform
equipment, 3D printing of medical components has become
surfaces, deep slots. More importantly, it allows us to create
a reality. When 3D printing first appeared, production
“mesh” like surfaces that mimic the structure and porosity of
applications were not on the cards. The technology was
bone. This encourages bone in-growth into the implant and
thought of as a tool for rapid prototyping, one that could not
greatly increases implant fixation.”
be trusted to make end-use parts, and one that could not
“We now outsource all our manufacturing to Executive
compete at scale.”
Engineering. Partnering with Executive Engineering has freed
“As the technology has evolved, however, these
us up to concentrate on our core competencies of implant
assumptions have had to change. 3D printing has progressed
design in conjunction with surgeons. The team at Executive
beyond prototyping into the making of functional tooling
Engineering has delivered exemplary quality products,
and on to the additive manufacturing of end-use parts in
often under tight deadlines. This is born out by their having
increasingly larger quantities. Today, 3D printing can be
been awarded the ISO 13485 accreditation for medical
a more cost-effective way of producing parts that would
manufacture and having a full service machining setup.
otherwise require prohibitively expensive or time-consuming
Machining still needs to take place once the 3D
tooling, setups or assembly.”
object is built. Logistically it was becoming a nightmare for
“Two-dimensional imaging often falls short in conveying
us and we now have a local partner that can provide us with
enough information about the complex three-dimensional
a full service.”
(3D) anatomy of the body. The 3D capabilities of computed
“We appreciate the fact that they have a can do attitude
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can
and have exacting quality standards, and we are exceptionally
expand these capabilities significantly. However, in the past,
happy to partner with them going forward to grow our
proprietary hardware, software and services were known
business.”
to be extremely costly when customised reconstructions
“The addition of the titanium 3D printer by Executive
were required. This gap has begun to shrink as has the
Engineering opens up huge new possibilities for us going
technology.”
forward, especially in the patient-specific custom implant
“The use of 3D printing and rapid prototyping can now
market. The most fulfilling part of my job is seeing a design
provide affordable and personalised templates and implants,
move from computer, to machine, to patient, knowing that we
which are useful in planning and performing technically
have made a difference in that patient’s life.”
difficult surgeries.”
For further details contact LRS Implants on
“CT DICOM (Digital imaging and communications in mediTEL: 021 510 3106 or visit www.lrsimplants.com
cine) data is converted into stereolithography (.stl) file format
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Yaskawa Southern Africa

donates robot-welding system to SAIW

A

utomation and robotic system solution providing
company Yaskawa Southern Africa has handed
over a complete robot welding system to the
Southern African Institute of Welding (SAIW) to enable
learners to have practical training when completing
the SAIW’s new robot-welding training programme.
The programme comprises the training of roboticwelding operators, skilled welders and welding
engineers.
“What we are trying to achieve,
together with the SAIW, is to give
students an opportunity to
complete a basic welder
training course, whereafter
those who obtain good
marks in their exams
will be offered the
opportunity to enroll
in a more advanced
robotic welding course,”
said Yaskawa Southern
Africa’s chairperson and
key account manager
Terry Rosenberg in a
recent interview with
Engineering News.
“Robotic welding is a
skill that the automotive
industry wants the
SAIW to introduce to
train welding people
and so provide greater
work opportunities for
them thereafter,” said
Rosenberg.
“A robotic welding
operator represents the
entry-level of the robotic skills
of the programme, while the
second level comprises the robotwelding programming, where basic,
advanced and master levels of
programming are taught.”
“The SAIW is doing a good
job of basic welder training
and inspector training
programmes. However,
welding covers a broad
spectrum of education
and includes training
of welding operators
to cover general
welding work, training
of skilled welders and
here you require matric
and the training of welding
engineers where you require a
university degree.”
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“The training of robotwelding operators only requires
individuals to have basic literacy
skills, which is the equivalent
to the requirements needed
for being a general
worker. For robot-welding
programming, individuals
are required to have
passed Grade 12, with
good performance in
maths literacy and
physical science to
be able to learn
the technical
skills.”
“Yaskawa
Southern Africa
will train the
SAIW trainers,
who, in turn,
will train people
and when they
graduate from
the robot welding
school at SAIW,
Yaskawa Southern Africa will
offer them an advanced course in robot-welding
software programming at its robotic academy in
Longmeadow, in Johannesburg,” said Rosenberg.
“This will improve their chances of getting
employed as the robot user industry is constantly
looking for people who can robot weld, as they are
as scarce as hen’s teeth. Companies hold on to the
good staff out there because there are so few of
them.”
“Moreover, people should think of robots as
another manufacturing tool and companies need
skilled people to programme the robots for them to
do the job and that is when the welding education
aspect becomes important.”
Enterprise development
“We are planning to launch an enterprise
development programme for robot welder graduates
within two years. Yaskawa Southern Africa will
create, in cooperation with key industry players,
incubation centres where some of the qualifying
graduates from its school can acquire business skills
and help them to establish small businesses.”
“We will encourage the automotive manufacturers to
support these small businesses by providing them with
contracts to manufacture a few components. This in
turn will start developing small independent
businesses,” concluded Rosenberg.
For more information contact Yaskawa Southern
Africa on TEL: 011 608 3182 or visit
www.yaskawa.za.com

Durmazlar South Africa

opens associate company –
Spectrum Machine Tools – in Belfast
Company keeps its full presence in South Africa.

D

urmazlar South Africa, the sole importer in
South Africa of the Durmazlar range of forming
equipment, has opened up an associate
company in Belfast, Northern Ireland’s capital city.
“We have been one of Durmazlar’s most
successful agents in the world since we were
appointed to represent them in South Africa for the
sales and servicing of their equipment in 2009.
The owners and management of one of the leading
metal working equipment manufacturer’s in Turkey
recognised this fact and approached us last year to
conduct a feasibility study to investigate creating a
presence in a country where they had had limited
coverage, with the possibility of opening up a
business in the country,” explained Byron Gueffroy,
owner of Durmazlar South Africa.
“We were very grateful that we had been
acknowledged and accepted the daunting task
but regarded it as a challenge and a business
opportunity. Our nine-year association with Durmazlar
has been very successful in many aspects and their
sheet and plate manipulation equipment is now
accepted as one of the leading brands in South
Africa.”
“When we began our research it did not take us
long to realise that this was more than an opportunity.
Durmazlar has a number of installations in both
Northern Ireland and Ireland so it had traction. But
we could see that the brand had been neglected, to a
certain extent, and needed a dedicated business like
ourselves in South Africa to take the brand forward.”
“I have been surprised at the number of metal
working engineering companies in both countries.”
“Initially we have based ourselves in the lovely
town of Belfast, Northern Ireland where we have
rented a space that can accommodate offices, a
workshop and showroom. Once we are a bit more
established we will open up a branch in Dublin,
Ireland.”
“We have been pleasantly surprised how welcome
we have been made to feel. The friendliness and
helpfulness of the people has certainly made an
impression on me.”
South Africa continues as is
“As you can imagine I have been spending some
time away from the operations in South Africa, while
I set up in Belfast. With all the electronic means
that we have at our disposal these days this has not
created any concerns. But to counteract any negative

impressions in the market Sean Moriarty joined the
company at the beginning of the year,” explained
Gueffroy.
“Sean, who has over 20 years experience in the
sheet metal and welding industry, joined the team
in a senior management position so that he could
oversee all aspects of the company here in South
Africa, from sales to service. I might not be able to
answer customer’s enquiries as quickly as they have
become accustomed to because I might be on a
plane between the two countries, so Sean is capable
of stepping in.”
“It is business as usual for us at Durmazlar South
Africa and our customers. We see this business
opportunity in Northern Ireland and Ireland as adding
value to our South African operation.”
About Durmazlar
Durmazlar is a leading machine producer in
Turkey and a leader in the world market on metal
working machines with its annual production
capacity. Durmazlar, which improves its services and
production as a tradition inherited from its founder, is
one of the leading industrial institutions of Turkey.
Today, more than half a century after its inception,
Durmazlar is exporting to 82 countries around the
world and with its 150 000m² under roof production
area and 1 000 employees, Durmazlar is constantly
working to achieve better. Durmazlar has adopted
the principle to produce world standard products
by marketing the latest technologies at competitive
prices.
Durmazlar was one of the first companies in
Turkey to manufacture metal working machines.
Today the company manufactures CNC hydraulic
press brakes, full automatic presses, CNC hydraulic
shears, punch presses, laser cutting and plasma
cutting machines, plate and section rollers as
well as band saws. These machines find a wide
area of application sectors including automotive,
construction, textile, electronics, air transportation,
shipyards, defence and the industry of heatingcooling.
Production processes are performed by high
precision machinery to ensure the same high
performance after many years of use with the
application of powder and robotic welding technology
and stress-relieving treatments.
For further details contact Durmazlar South Africa
on TEL: 011 865 4090 or visit www.durma.co.za
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French Engineering Works
reaches 100-year milestone

This year marks a significant anniversary in the history of a company that continues to
manufacture and supply a comprehensive range of cutting tools.

Jack Moser was the last of the second
generation to relinquish control of FEW
when he retired in 1991

Ollie Moser

Hermann Moser, one of the original
founders of French Engineering
Works - FEW

Hank Gorrell with his son Andrew

E

stablished as a manufacturer of rock drill spares in 1918
the family owned company celebrates being a pioneering
enterprise and serving the manufacturing industry, both
here in South Africa and internationally. Founded by Leon
Robert and Hermann Moser, who came to Southern Africa
in 1897 to seek his fortune when in his early 20s, French
Engineering Works (FEW) is still owned by the descendants of
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Roger Moser

Phil Moser

Hermann Moser, although today the family members leave the
running of the company to executive directors David Aldridge
and Jenny Thobois. Well qualified for this task, David Aldridge
holds both a Mechanical Engineering degree and an MBA and
Jenny Thobois has a diploma from the Institute of Marketing
Management. They both have over 25 years of service with the
company. They have assembled around them a highly skilled 

FEW’s factory in the 1920s

The current management team at FEW. Back row from left: Dave Cameron, Jacques Du Plooy, Rudie Odendaal, Victor Hall and
Brudy Fortuin. Front row from left: Jenny Thobois, David Aldridge and Louisa Young
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FEW’s original factory was located in Anderson Street, Johannesburg

management team and an efficient workforce.
Leon Robert left the company in the early 1920s and
although there were subsequently other partners in the
business, the Moser family took complete control of FEW in
1953.
“This is a significant milestone in the company’s history
in that there are not many companies in South Africa that
can boast of having been in business for 10 decades and on
top of that still being family owned,” said current Managing
Director David Aldridge.
“We need to observe the occasion and recognise the
achievements of the three generations of the Moser and
Gorrell families. The current shareholders - Ollie and Phil
Moser and Hank Gorrell - are third generation descendants
of Hermann Moser. They attained ownership of FEW only
after their parents - brothers Jack and Roger Moser and
sister Beatrice Gorrell - three of Hermann Moser’s children had spent many years at the company and made significant
contributions to FEW’s growth and establishment of a
recognised brand and first choice for many engineering
companies.”
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“Ollie Moser’s father - Jack Moser - was the last of the
second generation to relinquish control of FEW when he
retired in 1991. That is when cousins Ollie and Phil Moser
took on the role of Joint Managing Directors. When Phil
left FEW in 1994 but remained on as a shareholder Ollie,
who is a BCom graduate, took up the position of Managing
Director until he handed over this position to myself in 2010
and retired in September 2014. Phil, who is a qualified
mechanical engineer and also has an electrical engineering
diploma, spent over 20 years with FEW. Today he is a
technical consultant and has always advised FEW on any
technical issues, since his departure.”
“Hank Gorrell, the third of the third generation
shareholders and Beatrice Gorrell’s son, was schooled in
Johannesburg before completing his tertiary education at
the Universities of Tampa and Miami in Florida, US before
returning to South Africa. He spent 10 years at FEW, and
helped shape sales and marketing policies in both local and
export markets. He and his family returned to Florida in the
USA in 1986, where he was involved in the manufacture of
special taps for over 20 years. He did briefly have another



Current factory and admin staff

two-year period with the company between 2013 and 2015
before retiring.”
“Hank’s son Andrew Gorrell did briefly work for FEW in
2008 and 2010 but he has since returned to the US.”
The early years
Founder Hermann Moser was a true pioneer. Not only was
he one of the pioneers of industry in Johannesburg, but he
also belonged to a special breed of men who opened up Africa
north of the Limpopo River, for industrial and commercial
expansion.
The Moser family originates from Neuchatel in Switzerland,
where they were involved in watch making and in the
pioneering days of the combustion engine.
Hermann Moser started his adventure in Southern Africa
when he found a position in Mozambique working on the
Beira-Umtali railway line. At the same time he prospected for
gold in the then Rhodesia, before deciding to set sail for the
Ivory Coast to join a gold rush said to be in progress there.
However, as he was watching his ship dock in Beira, so
the family story goes, his money belt was stolen from under
his pillow in his hotel room. This changed the course of history
for his descendants, as he was obliged to return to Southern
Rhodesia where he started from scratch again.
He returned to gold prospecting, and was eventually
rewarded when he started his own “small working” south of
the Umsweswe River, Zimbabwe in 1904. He named it the
What Cheer Mine, and it was in the hands of the Moser family
until the mid-1980s. It was believed to be one of the oldest
gold mines that was still in operation in Zimbabwe up until its
closure in the nineties.
Income from the mine enabled Hermann Moser to buy
a half share in a business called The French Garage and

Engineering Works in 1918. This gave the What Cheer Mine
a critical source of rock drill spares, as this sector was
overwhelmed by the gold boom of the time.
They renamed the company The French Engineering Works.
Four years later, in 1922, Hermann bought out the remaining
portion and continued the change in focus from Automotive to
Mining and Engineering tools.
They set up a factory in Anderson Street, Johannesburg,
in what is now the financial centre of the city where massive
buildings bear the names of the world’s great mining houses,
international banks, and trust companies. According to
Hermann Moser’s son Jack’s writings of the 1960s, they had
as neighbours at that time, horse stables, trading stores,
and plenty of wide-open bare veld. Initially the company
concentrated on supplying rock drilling tools, which would lead
to the company’s interest in manufacturing metal cutting tools.
In a workshop of no more than 2 500 square feet (235m²)
the company manufactured a range of products to meet the
mining needs of the time, made to the precision Hermann
Moser had learned in Switzerland whilst apprenticed at his
father’s watch-making works. The company grew fast and soon
expanded in areas such as engineers’ small tools and metal
cutting tools. Hermann Moser took on additional partners to
help run the company, and divided his time between the What
Cheer Mine and Johannesburg, until he passed away in 1934.
During the Second World War, the War Supplies Board
approached FEW to manufacture taps for use in the
manufacture of arms. This was part of a general programme
to mobilise industry in South Africa for the war effort. At the
time, “The French” as it was then called, offered a wide range
of products and services, including spares for the mining
industry, chrome plating and dies for the plastics industry.
The 1950s were not easy years, as the company had
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grown uncomfortably
During this period
large, and had
Jack Moser looked
diversified into
after the general
areas that made
management side of
operations unwieldy.
the business and Roger
The distance between
Moser, an engineer,
the engineering and
was in charge of
mining operations also
manufacturing.
served to over extend
management control.
Outside influence
In 1953 the Moser
“Although FEW has
family bought out the
always been a family
other shareholders
business, both my father
and restructured the
and Uncle Roger built
company into more
up excellent teams
manageable units.
of management and
Hermann Moser’s
technical skills in their
eldest son, Daniel, took
respective areas,” Ollie
over the chrome plating
Moser said before his
plant and established a
retirement.
separate business with
The development
his son Robin and other
of FEW’s product range
partners. This is when
has followed market
Hermann Moser’s other
demand, and has been
children - brothers Jack
influenced in particular
and Roger, and sister
by changes in official
Beatrice Gorrell - set
standards both locally
about reshaping the
and overseas. At first
company for the future.
FEW made taps to
In 1954, they
British and American
changed the name from
standards. Metrication
The French Engineering
in the late 1960s led to
Works to French
major changes in the
Engineering Works, and
marketplace, requiring
reassessed company
considerable investment
strategy. These were
in tooling and stock.
traumatic times for FEW
With the major swing
as it had to lay off staff
towards metric taps,
and invest heavily to
volumes of British
keep the factory going.
Whitworth taps started
Recent infrastructure alterations have allowed FEW to organise the stores
department so that it is now more efficient to execute orders
One message
declining. This partly
became clear as
motivated the decision
management considered the future - the company would
to open a branch in Sheffield in 1973, to distribute taps
have to specialise if it was to survive. One possibility was
throughout the UK, which were still predominantly Whitworth.
the manufacture of precision thread cutting tools, given the
At the time, the majority of inch size taps were sold in the
extensive plant the company already had to manufacture
export markets.
these tools.
ISO standards, introduced in the early 1970s, had a major
The technical expertise and experience of Roger Moser,
effect on the product range, requiring another investment in
who was educated and trained in Switzerland, together with
tooling. Although at the time ISO was not successful in the
the administrative and managerial talents of his younger
US, Japan or Germany, it allowed the evolution of a more
brother Jack, also helped in making this decision. Once the
homogeneous market in many other parts of the world.
direction was chosen FEW again became a pioneer in its field
Exporting became more feasible, as orders from foreign
of endeavour, and grew from strength to strength.
countries no longer had to be manufactured and marked
In 1959, FEW built a new factory on a site in Kew, near
according to those countries’ standards.
Sandton, to pursue its goal of becoming a leading name
Due to the industrial and economic power of Germany
in threading tools. It was felt that the air in Kew was free
and Japan, the DIN and JIS standards have increased their
from the kind of dust caused by the mine dumps of central
importance in Europe and Asia respectively. As FEW taps
Johannesburg, which could be detrimental to high precision
became better known in these areas, there was an increased
machine tools.
demand for DIN and JIS taps.
FEW also decided it would no longer manufacture taps
Success in the export markets has been founded on the
from carbon steel, and would use high speed steel (HSS)
same principles as those that made FEW a leading brand in
instead, to ensure the kind of strength and quality required by
the local market.
a modern industrial manufacturing sector.
“Having a quality tool at a reasonable price is not enough.
The early 1960s were tough years but the company had
When a Production Manager has a machine breakdown
embarked on a course that was proving to be successful. As
he cannot wait for the tool to be flown in from some far off
sales levels increased, new machine tools were purchased factory. To this end, FEW has encouraged its distributors to
mainly from Switzerland, the United States, Germany and the
hold a good range of stock, and because no-one is able to
United Kingdom.
afford the cost of holding the full range in stock, we set up 
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An aerial view of the FEW’s factory site in Kew near Sandton

strategically placed FEW depots in international countries that
were close to the markets that we served,” explained Ollie
Moser.
This philosophy operates successfully in the local market,
with additional depots in Cape Town, Durban, and Port
Elizabeth servicing all major distributors and industrial regions
in South Africa.
“With improvements in modern day distribution channels
and increasing concentrations of high volume manufacturing
in Asia it no longer makes sense to run our own operations
in all world regions. To this end, we have re-engineered our
supply lines and are rather using our major agents and
distributors to increase their stock levels so there is very
little time lag in our international deliveries,” explained David
Aldridge.
Change in manufacturing trends
The rise of low cost manufacturing in Asia and the
developing world and of outsourcing in the developed
countries has led to a change in the demand patterns for
cutting tools from FEW.
“FEW have always been well-known for keeping a wide
range of the slower moving Category C tools in stock. The
demand proportion for these tools has increased steadily over
the past decade or two, when compared to the sales of faster
moving Category A tools. This has been noticeable in our local
market, and even more pronounced in export markets, where
many traditional cutting tool manufacturers have shut down.
Most of the low cost / high volume tool manufacturers tend to
be “make-to-order” and do not make Category C tools in small
batches,” says Jenny Thobois, Sales Director.
“This shift in demand put increasing pressures on our
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factory, with more and more set-ups being required of a
shrinking skills base,” added Dave Aldridge.
“This led to a rethink in the basic nature of our business,
and the realisation that we could not make the full product
range for all markets. Not even the largest manufacturers in
the world keep a stock of all the major norms of ISO, DIN, JIS
and T302 in all thread-forms and types of taps.”
This review led to a further evolution in the FEW strategy
– a balance in production between specials and standard
products as well as on-shore and off-shore manufacturing.
Joint venture in India
This led to FEW forming a joint venture with one of FEW’s
longstanding suppliers, Miranda Tools. The two companies
formed Miranda FEW Tools Pvt. Ltd and after sourcing
equipment in Ireland and Switzerland the company began
manufacturing taps in 2005.
The joint venture enabled FEW to be more competitive in
the international market, the imperial inch size taps could now
be sourced from India, which freed up valuable manufacturing
capacity in South Africa and larger batch sizes were able to
be manufactured than FEW were are able to achieve in South
Africa and therefore it became more cost effective. More
importantly, because of the abundance of technical skills in
India, the quality and output increased.
New manufacturing strategy
As the joint venture increased its manufacturing capacity
it simultaneously released capacity in Johannesburg, which
allowed FEW to implement its other half of its strategic
evolution.
“This included an upgrade in the types and capabilities



of the equipment in the
Johannesburg factory, as well as
an upgrade in the raw material
used. FEW traditionally used
HSS and the more advanced
HSSE in the past but have now
shifted to using exclusively
HSSE. Although it is more
expensive than HSS, this has
simplified production and
heat treatment processes and
reduced our working capital
requirements, whilst further
improving FEW’s reputation for
manufacturing a quality tool,”
explained Dave Aldridge.
“Globally, we were one of
the first to invest in Anca’s new
TapX 5-axis grinder, a multioperation grinder, spending over
R5 million in 2010. This was
followed by a further investment
of over R4 million in 2012 on a
new Chevalier CNC creep feed
FEW has one of the latest ANCA TapX CNC tap grinding machines on the machine shop floor
grinding machine, a Grindmaster
universal cylindrical grinding
machine and a Hi-Life Swift CNC
situation with infrastructure alterations and administrative
cylindrical grinder.”
improvements. Well known for our high ‘in stock’ levels, all
“This equipment joined a cell of five Haas CNC machines
our stock – this can be many millions in value – is all on
– three turning and two milling machines. At the same
one level and easily accessible. The time and costs that we
time we upgraded our conventional grinding and related
are realising from these simple improvements are very real.
manufacturing equipment, purchased a new shadow graph
Additionally it is linked to our Syspro ERP software system
and other quality checking equipment as well as investing in
which adds tremendous value to efficiencies and service
a new fully automatic ACI laser marker for traceability.”
levels.”
FEW specialises in the manufacture and distribution
Recent years
of threading and cutting tools. The company offers over
“Our investment in new equipment and upgrading of
13 000 different line items for most applications in the
existing manufacturing capabilities has enabled us to
steel engineering sector. This is especially true in threading
manufacture short runs of specialised taps, thread rolling
applications, where the proliferation in exotic metals has
dies and other cutting tools with a greater accuracy and
expanded the requirements of industry for taps and threading
consistency than previously possible. It has also assisted in
tools with varied geometries.
reducing working capital costs and freed up further capacity
In brief FEW is an international manufacturer, exporter
on our existing machines.”
and importer of standard and premium quality high-speed
“While we know investment in capital equipment is an
steel cutting tools. The extensive product range stocked
ongoing exercise if we want to remain competitive and ahead
includes taps, dies, drills, cutters, reamers, recoil, toolbits,
of the competition, in recent years we have concentrated on
carbide cutters and drills, allied lines such as gauges,
other areas of the company that have realised cost savings
broaches, holders, blades and cutting oils. Special taps and
and made us more efficient.”
thread rolling dies (flat and circular) are manufactured on
“The implementation of a Syspro ERP software package
request. HSSE application machine taps for through and blind
is a business management system that provides real-time,
holes in stainless steels, high resistance steels, cast iron and
in-context business insight throughout our manufacturing
non-ferrous metals are available ex-stock.
environment. The software is equipped with features
The wide range of thread forms readily available include
that support both our manufacturing and administration
M, MF, UNC, UNF, UNEF, UN, NPS, NPT, BSW, BSF, BA, BSB,
environments. In short it tells us whether we are making
BSP G / RP and BSPT RC. DIN 405 and other special thread
money or not.”
forms can now be re-produced with meticulous consistency.
“The original factory built in 1959 had its entrance at
“The French Engineering Works survived the Great
74 11th Road, Kew, which included manufacturing, office
Depression, World War II, and the many political upheavals
space and stores. In the late 80s the company purchased
that confronted South African manufacturers during the
the adjoining land and subsequently constructed a new
second half of the 20th Century and the early 21st Century.
factory and office block. This resulted in the main entrance
These ongoing projects, together with the support of our
to the company changing to 73 10th Road, Kew and the old
customers, staff and suppliers, will help FEW to achieve
entrance being allocated to collections and deliveries. It did
the balance and stability required to weather the stormy
free up space and one of the main beneficiaries was the
environment confronting global markets today,” concluded
stores area. This led to this department taking up areas that
David Aldridge.
were previously office space.”
For further details contact French Engineering Works on
“As a result there was a rabbit warren of where all
Tel: 011 386 5200 or email info@few.co.za, or visit the web
our stock was kept, making it difficult for warehouse staff
site at www.few.co.za
to collate and sort orders. We have now addressed this
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10 years on Traceability Solutions
has diversified and expanded

J

ust over 10 years ago Kyle Parker, who was already a
‘veteran’ in the marking industry having spent 16 years
of his working career in the industry, ventured out on
his own and started his company Traceability Solutions.
At the time the company’s focus was marking traceability,
accountability and track and trace products and solutions to
companies across all industries. This is still the case today
but the company is now part of a group of companies that
fall under one entity - Mitas Corporation.
“The name Mitas Corporation consists of the first letters
of the group’s main offerings: Marking, Identification,
Traceability, Automation, Authentication, Systems and
Solutions,” explained Group CEO Kyle Parker.
“Mitas Corporation consists of various direct fullyowned divisions and some partial or major shareholding
businesses. These associated businesses provide related or
complimentary offerings that leverage other entities in the
group to provide full end-to-end bespoke solutions,” added
Parker.
“Every business that manufactures a product needs to
mark and identify that product in some form or another, for
reasons such as traceability, legal or regulatory compliance,
consumer/client information, branding and others. For non-
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manufacturing clients, there is the requirement to manage
products, organise assets, and facilitate maintenance and
tracking of those assets.”
“At the time when I started my company internationally
stringent laws were being implemented to hold companies
and individuals accountable for their products that they
manufacture, whether it was in the food industry or in the
automotive industry. The shift in the industry was therefore
moving away from just marking a component but rather
towards traceability from cradle to grave,” said Parker.
IoT, Industry 4.0 and the road to the Smart Factory
Kyle explains that one of the newer endeavors we are
currently engaged with is IoT: “With IoT (Internet of Things)
paving the way of spreading the concept of Industry 4.0,
from its German origins across the world, the web is full
of buzzwords signaling major changes and revolutions in
both the internet and industry. Losing track of what’s what
increasingly becomes an everyday risk. The IoT is one of
the major factors in new communicative and interactive
developments in all our lives, whether it be from a personal
or professional perspective.”
“However, there is more to the IoT than merely everyday
life situations and communications. It will also have an
effect on the way things are proAt rather use the term
evolution instead. ”
“The fourth industrial revolution paves the way to and
for the Smart Factory. It is based on cyber-physical systems
(CPS) networking machines and components with the
addition of intelligent, “smart” and highly flexible software.
Cyber-physical systems are intrinsically connected with
embedded systems, these being parts of complete devices
carrying out dedicated functions that frequently come with
real-time computing constraints. CPSs link such embedded
systems to digital networks facilitating independent data
processing. The assignment of an IP address allows such
systems to be controlled and monitored online. Owing
to such embedded computer systems, sensors and
actuators, cyber-physical systems organise production
automatically and autonomously. Central process control
can be eliminated as it can be taken over by CPS-based
components. This concept of value chain organisation
is also referred to as Industry 4.0, the fourth industrial
revolution.”
“Accordingly we have had to embrace these
developments into our business model while not deviating
from the very focus of the company. Our diverse portfolio
of businesses provides the most comprehensive range of
solutions offered anywhere in the world. From tagging red
hot billets of steel at over 1 200° Celsius, to marking items
immersed in liquid nitrogen; from marking products on
stationary or slow manufacturing lines, to 120 000 items
per hour and faster; and from standalone to portable - the
only thing we cannot mark is air - and we are working on
that!”
“With the ever-increasing issues of fakes, counterfeits,
and illicit trade, the need for more and more brand
protection has become paramount. Our portfolio includes
many overt, covert and forensic traceability solutions as



well as integrated web and mobile device monitoring,
tracking and authentication solutions.”
“Our speciality and drive for the client wherever
possible is to mark all products with both man and
machine readable data at item level. This Unit Level
Traceability (ULT) with assimilation provides vital parent/
child relationship information that can be linked to the
businesses supply chain logistics, allowing traceability
of goods from manufacturers to distributors and retailers
- as well as all the way into the hand of the consumer.”
“Each of the eight companies within the group have
clear identities while at the same time are interlinked.
Take Automation Solutions Africa (ASA) for example.
ASA is dedicated to providing high quality specialised
integration and jigging solutions. ASA has a long history
of custom building jigging and tooling for various
different applications including conveyors, plc’s, software
integration, turntables and much more. Some of the
industries that ASA service is, but not limited to, original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs), automotive
component manufacturers, integrated energy and
chemical companies. ASA can not offer a complete
solution if it does not call on Traceability Solutions to
provide hardware to be incorporated into its jigging and
tooling.”
Real time track and trace
“The diversity of our exposure has led us to some
interesting applications. We have developed an App
whereby you can track and trace in real time the
temperature of fridges, stock levels, which brand is
being served at what time and where. This is all for
draught beer being served in a bar and the data is
recorded all before you take your first sip of beer. The
information being relayed back via the sensors and IoT
to management is powerful. This same solution can be
applied to fuel tracking.”
“Another solution we are working on is gun tracking.
Real time devices will revolutionise this industry for sure.”
“We are also working on other counterfeit solutions.
DNA identification of fake fruit being imported is an
example. It is all about stopping corruption, protecting
brands, serialisation of goods with unique IDs and
gathering the big data for law enforcement to act
accordingly.”
“You can add asset management, productivity and a
whole heap of other information that can now be tracked
and traced in real time. It is scary but it is a reality and
we have the tools. It is a matter of implementing them
and the powers that be having the will to do so.”
“It is time for all of us to get “smart.” The
implementation of smart technology is the basis for new
industrial developments and self-governing devices. It
is the base for increased product customisation and
higher flexibility while at the same time allowing stronger
consumer and supplier impact of automated processes.”
For further details contact Mitas Corporation on
Tel: 010 020 7220 or visit www.mitascorp.com for links to
all of the various companies and divisions.
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Aveng enters agreement
to sell rail business

J

SE-listed infrastructure group Aveng has announced that
it would sell its rail business to black-owned investment
company Mathupha Capital for R133 million.
The proposed transaction is subject to several conditions,
including Competition Commission approval, but the company
announcement says it is expected to close the transaction by
31 December 2018, after all the conditions have been met.
Previously known as Lennings Rail, Aveng Rail builds
and maintains track networks across Southern Africa and
owns and operates an extensive fleet of mechanised track
maintenance equipment. In-house engineering services
encompass design and drawing, turnkey track machinery
construction and assembly, electrical sub-assemblies,
reconditioning of mechanical components, sub-assemblies of
wheels, axles and final drivers and prototype engineering for
special applications. The company employs some 350 people
and its main
plant is based
in Boksburg
East, in
Ekurhuleni.
Mathupha
Capital
already has a
presence in
the rail sector
through Rail
2 Rail, which
manufactures
sleepers for
Transnet
Freight Rail
at a factory in
Kimberley, in
the Northern
Cape. Rail 2
Rail is led by
chairperson
Monde Africa
and CEO
Zimkhitha
Zatu.
The sale
forms part
of Aveng’s
broader
strategy of
selling noncore
businesses to
focus on its Australasian construction group McConnell Dowell
and its South African opencast mining specialist Moolmans.
The noncore businesses were identified as part of a review
process initiated in 2017 in a bid to stabilise the lossmaking
group, which was facing serious liquidity and balance sheet
pressures.
Aveng has since restructured its balance sheet through
a number of related transactions, including a R493 million
rights issue and the implementation of an early redemption
of a R2 billion convertible bond, due to mature in July 2019.
Proceeds from the Aveng Rail sale will be used to further
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strengthen Aveng’s financial position and contribute to the
overall reduction in debt.
Besides Aveng Rail, some of the other businesses
earmarked for sale are Grinaker-LTA, Trident Steel, Dynamic
Fluid Control, Automation & Control Solutions, Duraset and
Infraset.
Executive chairperson Eric Diack reported recently
that expressions of interest had been received for all the
companies, but he also indicated that Grinaker-LTA was
unlikely to be sold to a single buyer.
A deadline of June 2019 has been set for the completion
of the disposal process and Diack expressed optimism that
the disposals would yield “multiples” of the R600 million net
asset value associated with ‘businesses held for sale’ in its
2018 financial statements.
The Aveng Rail transaction is the second disposal to be
announced,
with the first
being the
R245 million
sale of the
Jet Park and
Vanderbijlpark
properties.
To
implement the
agreement,
a limited
liability private
company,
named Aveng
Rail NewCo,
would be
established
to house all
Aveng Rail’s
tangible and
intangible
assets,
including all
short- and
long-term
borrowings.
Aveng
reports that
the business
has tendered
for a significant
value of work
in the current round of Transnet tenders, noting that some of
the contracts were long-term in nature.
The business will be sold to Mathupha Capital as a going
concern and all employees will be transferred to Aveng Rail
NewCo.
“This is another step forward in our announced strategic
intention to give effect to the sale of noncore assets for value.
We believe Mathupha Capital has the necessary expertise
and market knowledge and is, therefore, ideally positioned to
steward Aveng Rail into its next phase of sustainable growth
and development,” Diack said in a statement.

Fanuc South Africa appoints

Marc Mahl as Managing Director

F

anuc South Africa (Pty) Ltd, a leading supplier of
CNC systems, robotics and factory automation
has announced the appointment of Marc Mahl
as the company’s new Managing Director. As the
Managing Director he will have the responsibility for
all of Fanuc South Africa’s operations.
Marc joined Fanuc South Africa in 2004
as a service engineer and later moved
on to sales of CNC controls before
adding factory automation, robots and
Robomachine sales to his portfolio. He
was later appointed Sales Manager.
“I joined Fanuc directly after
graduating with a BTech degree in
Electrical Engineering and later I
completed a Certificate in Business
management. Fanuc is the only
company I have worked for and during this period I have been
fortunate enough to visit the Fanuc factories in Japan many
times for product and management training,” explained Mahl.
“It is my intention to intensify Fanuc’s direct support to
our South African and other African customers with close
cooperation from Fanuc Corporation in Japan and all Fanuc
Group companies in order to improve the competitiveness of

our products and service.”
“We offer a total solution package to our
customers, utilising automation and robotisation to be
implemented in their manufacturing sites.”
“Fanuc has many new products in development
for Industry 4.0 and IoT. These products will allow
customers to gather information that was previously
not available to them. This will allow them to
adapt their production to become more
efficient and streamlined.”
“Fanuc also has many new robot
models in development that will
expand Fanuc’s reach into new fields.
In this respect we are looking for
new engineers to prepare us and our
customers for the future.”
“Fanuc’s goal in Africa is to further
increase customer satisfaction by strengthening it’s ‘one
Fanuc’, service first value programmes.”
Mahl takes over from Kroum Petkov, the former Managing
Director, who has taken early retirement as of the end of
August 2018. Petkov began his career at Fanuc in 1991.
For further information contact Fanuc South Africa on
TEL: 011 392 3610 or visit www.fanucsa.co.za
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Electra Mining Africa 2018

lectra Mining Africa 2018 took place at the
Johannesburg Expo Centre in September, attracting more
than 29 000 visitors from 59 countries. Thousands of
potential buyers had an opportunity to network and meet
with over 850 exhibitors, as well as industry experts and

advisers. This year’s event focused on the five themes of local
manufacturing, safety, diversity, skills development and new
products.
Electra Mining Africa has been on the South African
exhibition calendar for 46 years attracting visitors from

Peter Killian of Hi-Tech Machine Tools with his son Christopher

Kiron Cardases, Wesley and Carlo Danielis, all of MTool with
Roger Melenas of One Stop Procurement and Ulrich Olivier of
U & L Engineering

Kevin Bingham and Christo Slabbert, both of DCS Mettech. In the
centre is Tim Gilbert of Toolquip and Allied

Arthur Kempen of Safan Darley, Luis Torres of CML Machine Tools,
Marnus Prinsloo of Glidorol, Tim Rossam and Sheldon De Villiers,
both of CML Machine Tools

Back row left to right: Akiyoshi Kawahara and Hidetoshi Satomura, both of Fanuc Corp, Leonard Lucas of Fanuc SA, Takashi Watanabe
of Fanuc Corp, Danie du Plessis of Fanuc SA, Yasuhiro Nakahama of Fanuc Corp and Henry Takenaga of Big Daishowa.
Front row left to right: Kayleigh Strauss, Willem van der Merwe and Marc Mahl, all of Fanuc SA with Tomonobu Sakuragawa of Fanuc Corp
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Pierre Parente and Shawn Welthadl, both of SP Laser with
Rick Ferreira of Amada in the centre

across South Africa, neighbouring SADC countries and other
international countries. The next exhibition will take place in
2020.
Some exhibitors that took part at this year’s exhibition
included Amada, Hi-Tech Machine Tools, CML Machine Tools,
MTool, Fanuc South Africa and Traceability Solutions. Yaskawa
South Africa demonstrated the flexibility of their products with
a robot on two different stands performing
eye-catching skills for visitors.

Yaskawa South Africa demonstrated the flexibility of their
products with a robot on two different stands performing
eye-catching skills for visitors. This particular robot would
take a photo of an individual and then through the software
sketch a portrait of the person
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Solidworks 2019 launched –
Desktop to remain the pillar

The Solidworks XDesign app for design on-the-go is in its final stage, giving browsers
a realtime CAD system anytime, anywhere and not dependent on hardware.
The cloud-based platform allows users of smartphones, tablets and laptops to express and
record your 3D designs, even while you sit on the beach, as long as you have a connection.

T

he Solidworks XDesign
app for design on-thego is in its final
stage, giving browsers
a realtime CAD system
anytime, anywhere and not
dependent on hardware.
The cloud-based
platform allows users of
smartphones, tablets and
laptops to express and
record your 3D designs,
even while you sit on the
beach, as long as you have
a connection.
Dassault Systèmes
has recently launched
Solidworks 2019,
announcing improvements
to the portfolio of 3D
design and engineering
applications that, according
to the company, decrease
design-to-production
times and improve design
flexibility. Local reseller
Mecad Systems held events
around the country to give
users an insight to what is
new in Solidworks 2019.
Solidworks 2019 delivers

Romain Faucher, Technical Sales Director at Dassault Systèmes demonstrates the functionality of the
Solidworks XDesign App, which is due to maybe have an official launch at SWW 2019 in Dallas, Texas or
maybe sooner – nobody is confirming. At this stage it is only available to Dassault Systèmes and Solidworks
employees as well as selected users. In the picture you can see the exact same design running on Romain’s
laptop and cellphone, which is only an Apple iPhone 6S

Pieter Pienaar and Ockert Opperman, both of Hydro Power
Equipment with Werner Botha, Charles Theron, Ruan Weyers and
Christopher Oberholzer, all of Trinity Draft
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Deon Le Grange and Quintin Burger of Mecad with
Stephane Bonnamour of Dassault Systèmes



Grant Rens, Dylan Hemer, Bianca Lace, Stuart Kirkman,
Michael Blackman, Darren Ternent and Greg Mumford,
all from Centurion Systems

enhancements and new functionalities that help millions of
innovators improve the product development process to get
products into production faster, and create new categories of
experiences for new types of customers in today’s Industry
Renaissance.
Powered by Dassault Systèmes’ 3DExperience platform,
Solidworks 2019 supports the design to manufacturing
process with digital capabilities to solve complex design
challenges and facilitate detail work in engineering. New
features let product development teams better manage
large amounts of data and capture a more complete digital
representation of a design. Solidworks 2019 also offers new
technologies and workflows that improve collaboration and
enable immersive, interactive experiences during design and
engineering.
Among its new features, Solidworks 2019 provides
greater design flexibility to quickly interrogate or rapidly
make changes to a model thanks to an enhanced Large
Design Review capability. It also dramatically improves high
performance view manipulation to scale with higher-end
graphics hardware. Another key feature of Solidworks 2019
is Solidworks Extended Reality (XR), a new application for
publishing CAD scene data created in Solidworks - including
lights, cameras, materials, decals, and motion study
animations - and experiencing it in VR, AR and web viewers.

Johan Potgieter, Jaco Nieuwoudt and Malan Zerwick, all from
B&E International

Jaco Van Genderen, Ricardo Loureiro, Jose Loureiro, Edmar Maree
and Corli Hattingh, all of Regent Lighting

Desktop Solidworks to remain the pillar
During January’s annual Solidworks World 2018
conference Dassault Systèmes made what could be perhaps
its most important announcement in a decade: Desktop
Solidworks is here to stay. This comes following the French
company’s attempts since 2007 to move the software to the
Cloud platform.
During the annual user conference, Solidworks CEO
Gian Bassi showed a slide in which he heralded a two-pillar
strategy: One pillar made of desktop Solidworks, the other
online.
“You know how to run your business,” Bassi explained
to the approximately 5 500 assembled attendees. “We want
to give you choice: To grow your business now (with desktop
Solidworks) and to help you for the foreseeable future (with
online Solidworks).”
The admission that desktop Solidworks is a pillar was
great news for the ‘millions of Solidworks users who happily
use it throughout the world’ (as Bassi described them), but
who had suffered from uncertainty. In 2010, the company
shocked its users when it proclaimed: ‘Solidworks has to
move to the cloud.’ Following the resulting backlash, DS
changed its tune from ‘Maybe on the cloud soon’ to ‘On the
desktop for maybe for another 5-10 years.’ This year, finally,
it settled on ‘Yup, we consider it a pillar.’


Peter Williams and Jared Jansen, both of Cadac with
Jaco van der Berg of Mecad
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The possible reason for that turn-around is that the
second pillar, Online Solidworks, is still relatively weak. It
turns out there is no such thing, except the name given
to a variety of browser-based programmes running on
Dassault’s 3Dexperience platform.
Solidworks XDesign app almost ready for release
However, during an interview at the South African
launch of Solidworks 2019 Romain Faucher, Technical
Sales Director at Dassault Systèmes enthusiastically
demonstrated to me the advancements and functionality
of the much talked about XDesign app, a cloud-based
app for design on-the-go. Solidworks has been dangling
the cloud CAD carrot in front of users for years now. The
primary reason for the delay in the release, it seems, is
that Solidworks wants to make sure they get this release
absolutely right.
“The app is in its final stage before it will be officially
launched. XDesign is unique in many ways. It is a cloudbased platform that will allow users of smartphones,
tablets and laptops to express and record your 3D
designs, even while you sit on the beach, as long as
you have a connection and are able to browse the web,
whether it is on Safari, Google Chrome or any other

platform. This gives you real-time functionality and
the biggest advantage is that it is not dependent on
hardware.”
“Other features are that it allows you to link your
tools, you can co-design and collaborate with colleagues,
clients and friends, both internally and externally. In
other words you can share your designs and ideas
and make changes inside the platform with your fellow
users.”
“Once you have done your basic design and recorded
it you can then later finish off in Solidworks, as well as
validate and optimse it,” explained Faucher.
“This is a real time CAD platform that is fully 3D
functional and allows you to capture your ideas, or
work, wherever you are in the world, instantly. It is the
future and we are confident that when we have finished
testing the reliability of the programme within the cloud
experience we will have great traction.”
But when will the app be launched? Maybe have an
official launch at SWW 2019 in Dallas, Texas or maybe
sooner – nobody is confirming. Solidworks has had the
bait out for some time now.
For further details contact Mecad Systems on
TEL: 012 645 4300 or visit www.mecad.co.za

Denel launches new RCG30
remotely operated turret

T

he Mechatronics business unit of South Africa’s
Denel Vehicle Systems has developed a remotely
operated turret armed with the Denel Land Systems
30 x 173mm GI-30 cam-operated cannon and a coaxial
7.62mm machine gun.
The RCG30 provides full day/night operation, is fully
stabilised for firing on the move, and can be reloaded and
serviced by the crew from inside the vehicle.
The cannon has an effective range of 3km and has
demonstrated its accuracy in the Denel Land Systems
two-crew Modular Combat Turret fitted to the South
African Army’s new Badger infantry fighting vehicle (IFV)
and the Malaysian Army’s Pars IFV.
The RCG30 weighs approximately 2 000kg depending
on the protection level, which is scalable, and the
subsystems that are fitted. It does not protrude inside the
vehicle, has a height of no more than 950mm, and is less
than 1.8m wide. It can elevate its weapons from -10° to
30°.
The cannon’s dual-feed ammunition system holds
15+25 rounds and takes less than three minutes to
reload. The machine gun has 800 rounds of ready-use
ammunition.
The gunner station is inside the hull of the vehicle
and comprises a hand controller, a control panel, and a
display for the sight picture, which is integrated with the
ballistic computer. The fire-control system has back-up
power in the event of the vehicle's main power supply
failing.
The RCG30 uses the Denel-Thales Above-Armour
Panoramic Gunner Sight (AAPGS), which provides a
day video image, a thermal video image, and a laser
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rangefinder. Both the day and thermal cameras have
continuous zoom from a field-of-view of 22.5° to 1.25°
and allow target identification at ranges of 4 000m and
3 100m respectively. The rangefinder is effective out to
15 000m.
Miniaturised guidance system moves towards tests
Meanwhile Denel Dynamics’ Miniaturised Guidance
System (MGS), formerly called AcuFuze, is being internally
developed to boost artillery accuracy for 155mm artillery
projectiles and unguided surface-to-surface rockets.
The first application is expected to be for 155mm
artillery projectiles, but first all up firings are expected
sometime in 2019 using a 122mm artillery rocket.
The Denel Dynamics MGS provides two-dimensional
course correction via an inertial measurement unit (IMU),
Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receiver unit
and antenna, power supply actuators, and a de-spin
assembly.
The guidance, navigation, and control code is hosted
on the navigational processor and, according to Denel
Dynamics, can navigate in GNSS denial regions.
The design is hardened to withstand high acceleration
launches that, when using the more recent 155mm
artillery projectiles with a full charge, can be up to 1
000m/s.
Although no details as to the circular error probable
(CEP) have been announced, it is expected to be between
10 and 20m at all ranges.
The MGS can be fitted to 155mm artillery projectiles
that have a deep fuze well, and Denel Dynamics can
customise its design for other applications.

Leonardo signs M-345

development agreement
with Paramount Group

L

eonardo and Paramount Group have signed a letter
of intent (LOI), under which they will jointly evaluate
developing an armed version of the former’s M-345 jet
trainer for the African market.
Signed during the Africa Aerospace and Defence (AAD) 2018
show held in Pretoria, the companies said that the aircraft had
potential in Africa and that the partnership would help facilitate
interest in this market.
“We think that a collaboration with a high-level partner, such
as Paramount, is strategic to develop a new M-345 operational
configuration for the African market,” said Lucio Valerio Cioffi,

Leonardo’s aircraft division’s managing director.
“The M-345 is a basic/advanced trainer with multirole
capabilities and costs comparable to a turboprop aircraft.”
Leonardo’s M-345 lets air forces reduce training times
and carry out missions in the training syllabus with costefficient training, and it lets trainees use a platform with
higher performance flight characteristics than current training
aircraft. Pilots will be able to use the trainer to perform planned
maneuvers and fly in formation with other airplanes in real time
with data-link, which connects them to other pilots in flight and
in simulators.

Saudi Arabia has approached
South Africa about taking a stake in Denel
Saudi Arabia has approached South Africa about taking a stake in
struggling state-owned defence firm Denel. This has been confirmed by
foreign affairs minister Lindiwe Sisulu.

“T

here have been overtures by Saudi Arabia to buy
a stake in our ailing Denel. I do not know what the
outcome of those negotiations will be when it gets to
the NCACC (National Conventional Arms Control Committee),”
she told a briefing.
The committee would consider the merits of the potential
deal, including human rights considerations, she added.
Saudi Arabian Military Industries’ (SAMI) chief executive
Andreas Schwer told Reuters that Saudi authorities were in
talks about a possible stake in Denel.
“We are ready to invest in the South African defence
industry and fund local research and development (R&D). The
idea is to jointly develop intellectual property, and open the
Saudi Arabian defence market for South African companies.
Saudi Arabia is the number two importer of defence
equipment in the world,” said Schwer.
“SAMI was formally established last year and started
operations at the beginning of this year. It intends to be
active in all sectors of the defence industry – space, air,
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land, sea, electronics, cyber, and other associated industries.
Its objective is to be one of the world’s top 25 defence
companies by 2030.”
“It will achieve this by localising 50% of all defence
equipment and services acquired by Saudi Arabia. This will
be done by means of JVs with international partners. In
return for assisting with localisation of their technologies, the
international companies will enjoy preferred supplier status
with Saudi Arabia for decades to come.”
SAMI had already signed a significant number of MoUs
with international partners.
“These partners will come from all around the world,
including South Africa,” said Schwer.
South Africa’s defence industry once played a major role
in its economy, but has suffered from the impact of a squeeze
on defence spending globally and a weak home market.
Saudi Arabia is the world’s third largest defence spender
behind the United States and China with an estimated
military budget last year of nearly $70 billion.

OTT Technologies reveals
new 6x6 logistics support
vehicle

S

outh African company OTT Technologies has
completed company trials of its Puma M36 Mk
6A 6x6 logistics support vehicle and officials
said production can commence as soon as orders are
placed.
The platform has a fully enclosed and protected
two-person cab, a traditional V-shape bottom for a
higher level of protection against mines and improvised
explosive devices (IEDs).
A standard ISO cargo container can be carried on
the rear, or it can use a flat-bed version with drop sides
and drop tailgate. Its gross vehicle weight is quoted as
21 500 kg, with an unloaded weight of 16 000 kg.
The vehicle is fitted with the latest Mercedes-Benz

Zetros drive train with parabolic leaf springs suspension
and shock absorbers. It has 14.00 x R20 tyres and a
central tyre inflation system is standard; run-flat tyres
are optional.
It can be supplied in either a left- or right-hand drive
configuration and powered steering is standard. The
power pack consists of a Mercedes-Benz OM 926LA
diesel developing 322hp, which is coupled to an Allison
3500SP six-speed automatic transmission. It has a
maximum road speed of 90 km/h.
The company also confirmed that it has produced
a batch of Puma M36 Mk 6A 6x6 recovery vehicles for
an undisclosed export customer. That version uses the
Ashok Leyland Stallion drive train.
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Ford to spend an additional

R160 million in readiness
for production expansion in 2019

A Ford Ranger being assembled

“T

his is a momentous occasion for everyone at
Ford, as we witnessed our first Ranger Raptor
TT unit coming off the line after more than
18 months of extensive upgrades and modifications
to the Silverton assembly plant,” said Ockert Berry, VP
Operations, Ford Middle East and Africa.
“We continue to invest in our local operations to
meet growing demand for the Ranger, and are currently
introducing new equipment on the assembly line to
improve the handling of the chassis turn-over, adding
incremental buffers in the Trim, Chassis and Final
line as well as new shipping conveyors in the Fitment
Centre,” Berry adds.
“This is an additional R160 million investment
in readiness for our expanded production capacity,
commencing early next year.”
In the meantime, in preparation for full-scale
production of the Ford Ranger Raptor, the Silverton
Assembly Plant produced its first 10 official Ranger
Raptor units as part of the Tooling Trials build-up
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phase, validating its high-tech assembly line that
received an extensive upgrade through Ford’s R3 billion
investment in its local operations, announced last year.
As the first Ranger model to be introduced as part of the
Ford Performance family, this high-speed off-road bakkie
will set an entirely new benchmark for its segment when
it is launched in South Africa during the first half of
2019.
As for the Ranger Raptor, Berry is particularly
enthusiastic about this all-new model: “The Ranger
Raptor is an exciting and very important model for
us, as it pioneers an entirely new dimension for the
pick-up or bakkie market and represents the first Ford
Performance model to be produced in South Africa,
destined for export to customers throughout Europe, the
Middle East and Africa,” Berry adds.
The Ranger Raptor is powered by an all-new 157kW
/ 500Nm 2.0-litre Bi-Turbo engine assembled at Ford’s
Struandale Engine Plant in Port Elizabeth, and utilising
a sophisticated new 10-speed automatic transmission.

Steel Best Group

puts new life into Zealous

A Tongtai Topper TMV-850A vertical machining center machines out the solid cast centre journals

T

he long-established Springs-based aluminium foundry
operations Zealous Automotive and Zealous Pressure
Castings have been given a lifeline by the Steel Best
Group, a company with manufacturing facilities in Port
Elizabeth, Eastern Cape but with its head office in Pretoria,
Gauteng.
Zealous Pressure Castings was established as a zinc die
casting company in 1970 before changing emphasis to the
aluminium die casting industry in 1996. Zealous Automotive
was established in 2003 to service the automotive OEM
market, supplying finished and sub-assembled components
direct to automotive assembly lines.
In May 2016 the Zealous companies were put into
business rescue to facilitate the rehabilitation of the company
that had become financially distressed. This was despite the
automotive division having major contracts in place with a
local OEM.
The Steel Best Group, headed up by Reuben Olifant,
subsequently showed an interest to become involved with
the aluminium foundry group and in late 2016 installed a
management team to implement a business rescue plan that
had been agreed upon with stakeholders.
“Essentially the companies are still in business rescue
and the appointed practitioners still have a 14 month contract
to fulfill,” explained Executive Chairman Reuben Olifant.
“We have been involved for nearly two years and believe
that the successful rescue of the two divisions is now
achievable. For some time now they have been operating
as fully functional businesses. We have managed to restore
confidence with most of the clients, kept on most of the staff
and more recently invested over R10 million in the necessary
equipment needed to enhance the quality of the products and
components that we are producing.”
“Initially one of the main clients that we have a contract

with - Volkswagen South Africa - was presented with our
turnaround plan and they accepted what we proposed and
today we are producing over 450 cam carriers a day for them.
The cam carriers are for the local EA 111 four-cylinder 1.4litre Polo engine and each weigh 2.4 kilograms.”
“Additionally, we are now producing another component
for Volkswagen South Africa, also for the 1.4-litre Polo.”
“They have shown confidence in us, as has one of the
major shareholders, the IDC. They have a 49% stake in the
business which in time will be withdrawn as the company gets
onto a secure footing.”
“This is happening faster than we thought initially and
is one of the reasons that we are now making sizeable
investments into our systems and equipment.”
“Most of the other clients are still on board and some
of those that had withdrawn their business are now close
to signing up with us again. One of them supplies product
to most of the automotive OEMs in South Africa. This client
is also keen for us to develop the manufacturing of other
components that were not produced previously at the
company.”
“More importantly we have been successful in securing
non-automotive contracts from clients in the lighting industry.
Here we are casting various lighting components and
housings.”
“Clyde Erasmus, our COO, and Poena Fourie, our Plant
Manager, who were both based at our manufacturing plant
in Port Elizabeth have spent many hours at the Springs plant
over the last two years. Poena will soon be based there full
time and he has been tasked with increasing the 60 to 65
tons a month output that we are currently achieving.”
For further details contact Best Steel Automotive and
Pressure Die Casting on TEL: 011 813 1130 or
www.steelbestgroup.co.za
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More freedom in the countryside –
Bepicon Steel Construction

Bepicon Steel Construction’s owner
Danie Botha

I

magine driving down
a country road,
rounding a bend,
and coming across
a couple of cars in
the ditch. You’re the
first person on the
scene so you use
your mobile phone
to call emergency
services. In a minute
or so police cars,
ambulances, and a
fire truck are on their
way.
Dialing 911
isn’t a big deal,
Bepicon have recently invested in a new Trumpf TruBend 8230 8-axis press brake with five metre bending length.
but getting your
The machine was supplied by Retecon Machine Tools
telephone signal routed
to the emergency
cell phone towers close by you would not have been able
responders is. Your call went to the closest cell phone tower,
to make your emergency call. As the cell phone industry
and from there it was directed to another tower, and another,
grows and expands into more rural areas and other African
until it reached the closest town, and then to an operator at
countries, more and more of these cell phone towers are
the emergency services desk.
going to decorate our countryside.
The system is mainly electronic, but were it not for those
Not many of the cell phone users really care how they
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get their signal as long as they get it. They care even less
about what infrastructure is needed to get them that signal.
Nor do they care or want to find out what is manufactured to
relay those signals. The majority don’t even care where their
smartphone was manufactured or how it was manufactured.
But ask them about the latest smartphone and when it was
released and the reverse is true.
Thank goodness for the boom in this industry though
because it has created many millions of jobs in all spheres,
too numerous to mention. The growth in the industry has
also been good to the metal fabricating industry and those
companies manufacturing products and components for the
infrastructure build. And yes those cell phone towers are an
integral part of the industry and require many fabrications.
Recognising this fact was Bepicon Steel Construction,
based in Kameeldrift East, north east of Pretoria before you
reach the well-known diamond mining town of Cullinan. I can
assure you that the ‘Things to do in Kameeldrift East’ list is
not very long, if it exists.
This fact does influence Bepicon Steel Construction. There
are too many plusses that far outweigh the minuses as to why
the company is based on a ‘plot’ in a mixed bushveld area.
Owner Danie Botha was an IT man before, through force of
circumstances, he ventured out into the fabricating world with
little knowledge of the industry.
At first he thought he would manufacture bumpers and
bullbars. He did not realise what was needed to manufacture
these products and relatively speaking how crowded the
industry already was. Then he turned to furniture manufacture
but was again faced with the same story. Botha’s ambitions
were also hampered by his ‘factory’ situation. Operating from
a garage at home that only had single-phase electricity supply
did not auger well for purchasing the modern machinery he
needed if he was going to be serious about being a fabricator.
“There was no real reason why I chose engineering and
less why I chose processing sheet metal, plate and structural

Bepicon manufactures numerous products and components for the
cell phone installation and service industry

“At the time I manufactured my first bracket there was a huge opportunity in this
industry not just to manufacture a specific bracket but a huge array of them. The
installation of towers, antennae and masts for the telecommunications industry, or
more specifically the cell phone industry, required all sorts of brackets.”
steel. All I knew is that I wanted to get out of the IT
business and I needed to somehow earn money. I was
quite involved in programming and hoped this would
help me going forward. Only now do I realise how it has
helped when we need to operate the various software
programmes that we have at our disposal.”
“But as they say - hungry men and women,
sparked by the same fire, won’t stop evolving – and
I needed to do this if I was going to make my own
business a success.”
“My first real break came when a friend asked me
to make some components for the telecommunications
business. It was mainly brackets that I had to fabricate.
Up until then I had taken on any work that was offered,
not specialising in any particular area. My shop was a
make-it-best-you-can environment where almost every
new job represented new process challenges. It was
also an environment where profit or loss hinged on
how efficiently I could get a job done. But it was all

Bepicon manufactures numerous versions of brackets and are now specified by
the cell phone tower designers as the Bepicon bracket
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Bepicon has a department where tube cutting is done as
well as angle iron work done on a Geka

Products include antennae and masts, all of which are galvanised

part of the learning curve.”
“Once I started manufacturing the brackets though I
realised that there was a lot more to the telecommunications
business. Like the solar energy market that offers huge
opportunities today. At the time I manufactured my first
bracket there was a huge opportunity in this industry not
just to manufacture a specific bracket but a huge array of
them. The installation of towers, antennae and masts for the
telecommunications industry, or more specifically the cell
phone industry, required all sorts of brackets.”
“And it wasn’t just brackets that the installation and

The new Trumpf TruBend 8230 8-axis press brake comes with two
bending aid arms (maximum load per arm is 150kgs), an additional 200mm
on the stroke/height, a CNC controlled crowning facility with point based
adjustability, hydraulic upper and lower tool clamping, 3D programming
and visualisation and laser controlled bending with automatic positioning
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maintenance companies needed.”
“Poles, antennae and all associated antenna mounting
brackets on various lattice and tubular structures,
fencing, ladders and steps – a whole host products and
components. We decided to specialise in this area of
industry and even started to design our own products
as well as create new ones. There are both niche and
standard products that we manufacture. But the biggest
accolade for us now is that our products, in particular
the brackets, are now specified by these companies. For
example they will specify on the tender a Bepicon bracket
to be used.”
“As a result of our relatively rapid growth we moved
from our garage situation to the ‘plot’ five years ago. I live
close by so when the building that housed a cattle feed
manufacturer became available I moved into the bigger
factory, which is about 1 000m².”
“Before we could move in a huge amount of renovation
had to take place. We even had to rewire the whole facility
but at least we have three-phase electricity now.”
“The location does not hamper us in any way at all.
It is less than 20 kilometres from Pretoria so delivery of
supplies or collection of product is not disadvantaged.
We work in a nature type environment so there are no
distractions as is the case if you are located in an industrial
area. Additionally, the noise aspect, not that we make
much, does not come into the equation because we are
hundreds of metres away from our neighbours.”
“The move also allowed us to start investing in more
equipment. An Amada press brake first arrived and then
in October 2016 we purchased a Microstep CNC plasma
cutter with a bed size of 2 500 x 6 000mm. The machine
can cut carbon steel up to 60mm.”
“The investment in the Microstep CNC plasma cutter
has opened up a whole host of opportunities for us. Our
core business still remains supplying the installation and
maintenance companies in the cell phone industry. But we
can now supply them additional components that are plate
related too.”
“We also now don’t have all our eggs in one industry.
The acquisition of the machine has allowed us to cut
components for the rail engineering industry.”
“Such has been the expansion in this area that last
month (September 2018) we processed 56 tons of material
on the Microstep CNC plasma cutter. This is compared to
30 tons of material that was processed on the other side of
the business, which we call the manufacturing side.”


Bevel quality
“The bevel cutting process can be a challenge for most
companies. An estimated 40 per cent of parts cut on a
plasma cutting table ultimately need a beveled edge, most
often for weld preparation. For the most part, these edges
are cut with a secondary process. Fabricators cut parts
to size using plasma, then pick up and move the parts to
another station to add the bevelled edge. This not only adds
time and labour to most jobs, but also wastes metal as the
parts are cut a second time.”
“Using a bevel head on the plasma table itself can
eliminate the need for these secondary operations and
increase productivity, but one large obstacle stands in the
way: The physical behaviour of the plasma arc changes
as the torch tilts and the consumables wear. The operator
needs to compensate constantly by adjusting the settings.
Though not exactly difficult, this task consumes a large
amount of time and material as it is very iterative, requiring
quite a bit of trial and error. For many, this impedes
productivity on the bevel cutting table, so much so that they
give up bevelling with plasma altogether, and instead let
their expensive automated bevel equipment sit idle.”
“With this in mind, when we purchased our Microstep
CNC plasma cutter we insisted that it was supplied with
a Kjellberg power source as we believe that the company
has the best option when it comes to bevel cutting of
material. New technology offers a high level of automation
for the programmer by incorporating best-practice bevel cut
sequences into CAD/CAM programming and nesting software.
It also puts all bevel compensation data into the CNC, not the
programming software. Therefore, the part programme or nest
represents the actual desired part geometry, without bevel

The Microstep CNC plasma cutter can cut carbon steel up to 60mm

compensations. This eliminates the need for trial-and-error
programming. Instead, operators can quickly and easily make
any necessary adjustments at the machine.”
New Trumpf TruBend 8230 8-axis press brake with five
metre bending length
“Rapid advances in sheet metal fabricating technologies
can produce amazing results. The latest “big thing” to hit the
industry is the fiber laser. The productivity gain from these
machines is spectacular - well, until you find a mountain of flat
blanks in front of your press brake.”
“We might not have a fiber laser on our floor at the
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three big changes: How the machines are driven, how they
are automated, and, finally, how parts flow through
them. The challenge most fabricators face is
understanding these transformations and how to
apply them to their situation. Applied correctly,
though, they all work together
to free the bending
bottleneck.”
“We have chosen a new
Trumpf TruBend 8230 8-axis
(Y1, Y2, X1, X2, R, Z1, Z2
and I-axis) press brake that
has a five metre bending
length and a 230 ton force.
The specifications on this
machine are high. It comes
with two bending aid arms
(maximum load per arm
is 150kgs), an additional
200mm on the stroke/
height, a CNC controlled
crowning facility with point
based adjustability, hydraulic
upper and lower tool
clamping, 3D programming
Bepicon still makes use of an older version Amada press brake
and visualisation and laser
controlled bending with
moment but we still needed to upgrade our bending
automatic positioning.”
department.”
“We are very pleased with this purchase and it has
“Over the years press brake machines have undergone
transformed our bending department into the modern age.”

Components ready for dispatch

Bepicon takes particular care of its bevel cutting. The company
is also securing work in other industries such as the rail transport
and mining industries
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Going forward
“Going forward we are looking at adding laser cutting to
our list of services. Tube cutting and bending is also high on
the agenda, as is automation.”
“We have also reached a stage in the company’s history
where we need to measure and analyse each department and
operation in the company, namely in safety, quality, delivery,
productivity and cost. This is no easy task but the ultimate
purpose is to drive measurable improvement in the company.”
“Currently 16 staff are processing 86 tons of material a
month but I ask myself: Could we be doing more? In today’s
fast-paced manufacturing environment, improvements need to
be identified and implemented as quickly as possible. In fact,
in some industries it may mean the difference between profit
and loss.”
For further details contact Bepicon Steel Construction on
TEL: 012 819 1063 or visit www.bepicon.co.za

Bepicon invested in a Microstep CNC plasma cutter with a bed
size of 2 500 x 6 000mm



Technology makes

Executive Engineering a success

E

xecutive Engineering
has been in business
since 1994. The
business was established
when three ex-South
African Railways (SAR)
- as it was known then employees had a vision to
be recognised as the best
engineering shop in the
Western Cape. All three
were qualified artisans and
were tired of just punching
the clock and doing their
40-hour weeks. They had
spent over six years at
SAR and during this period
they had become close
friends. After leaving the
sheltered employment of
SAR and briefly working
at various large private
engineering companies,
they would eventually
end up working together
again at a precision CNC
engineering company in
Stellenbosch, Western
Cape that specialised
in joint replacement
components.
“We wanted to build
a company that had a
reputation for quality
products and services
and this reputation would
spread by word of mouth. I
know that this sounds very
cliquish but there are lots
of companies out there
who will promise the moon
and not deliver. We were
determined not to go this
route and still today we
operate on this principle,”
said Willie Conradie, one
of the two remaining
Directors of the original
partnership. Executive
Engineering is now owned
and managed by Conradie
and fellow Director
Francois Langenhoven.
“To accomplish this
vision of ours we knew
from the beginning that
we could not accomplish
it just through our own
technical expertise.
Rather, we also needed to
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Executive Engineering have recently purchased two Citizen CNC machines
from the Japanese manufacturer. The Citizen L20XII LFV (Low Frequency
Vibration cutting) and a Citizen L12VII LFV were installed earlier this year.
The machines were supplied by Retecon Machine Tools

The most recent of Executive Engineering’s Okuma machines to
be installed is the LT2000-EX, an 11-axis universal CNC lathe
that has been designed for turn milling chuck, bar and shaft parts
in medium to large batches. The twin-spindle turning center in
the 8-inch chuck class has the ability to combine the upper
and lower turrets with either spindle. Maximum turning
diameter is 210mm and maximum turning length is 550mm.
The machine was supplied by F&H Machine Tools

Executive Engineering installed three Hardinge machines this year,
supplied by F&H Machine Tools

V 17.5
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have the most advanced
machining tools at our
disposal. The result is
that today our advanced
technical capability
enables us to manufacture
complex components while
consistently adhering to
strict quality and customer
requirements. This is a big
factor in the success of
our growth over the years,”
explained Conradie.
“Just as technology
has affected the company
in good ways so too have
the staff that we have
employed over the years.
People are a business’s
number one resource, and
when a business is able
to find the right people
and place them in the
right positions, adversity
is just a challenge, not a
killer. They can be very big
influencers in the success
or not of a company. The
same is true for your
suppliers.”
“One very big
influencer in the beginning
for Executive Engineering
was Dennis Rutter of
Forest Engineering. He is
now retired but he showed
faith in us and as a result
we were able to purchase
our first Okuma CNC
machine.”
“Through his trust
in us we have remained
loyal to the brands of
equipment that Dennis’
company represented and
today we have 21 Okuma
machines on our machine
shop floor, with the latest
Okuma machine installed
in May this year. But it was
not only through his trust
that we have purchased
so many Okuma CNC
machine tools. We love
the brand and the high
quality components that
the machines ultimately
deliver. Like most
Japanese and European
manufactured machines

they are not cheap assets to purchase, but the end result is
what counts to us and our customers.”
With a healthy combination of courage and financing the
partners set out to turn their idea into reality. It depended,
they knew, not just on building a good attitude toward
customer service, but also on building the kind of machining
capabilities that would be flexible and efficient enough to
deliver the performance of the quality and service-oriented
business model that they demanded. They did not want to
compete with low-overhead small machine shops. Indeed,
they knew that they could not remain competitive with garage
operations; No one can. But they would also have to offer
the flexibility those shops delivered coupled with supplying
consistently high quality components.
Memories are still clear in the minds of the partners
of the workload required to meet the delivery deadline on
their first job, which was to produce nine rollers for Vynide
in Somerset West. The rollers were 2.5m long by 180mm
diameter and were manufactured in mild steel. They worked
solidly for two weeks, day and night, between taking short
naps on the machine shop floor. It was a make or break
period in their careers. They then went on to buy their first
Okuma CNC machine, through Forest Engineering. With no
additional work, Conradie took on the task of sourcing more
and so approached a company in the Western Cape that sells
premium branded products to the automotive aftermarket.
The timing was perfect as an existing supplier to this company
was having difficulty meeting capacity and delivery and
Executive Engineering’s quote to produce between 20 000
and 50 000 components per month was accepted. Once
again the partners slept on the floor while they ran production
day and night to meet delivery requirements over the next six
months.
With their reputation rapidly growing in the market, work
continued to come their way and soon Executive Engineering
was able to purchase two Okuma LB15 CNC lathes and an
Okuma CNC milling machine. At this stage they did deviate
and purchase a few other CNC machines that were not Okuma
manufactured. However, these machines were not productive

Executive Engineering have also purchased two Vicivision
MTL1 optical measuring machines. The MTL1 is an optical
measuring machine for turned and ground parts capable of taking
measurements on a piece profile in a matter of seconds. The
machines were supplied by Retecon Machine Tools

Executive Engineering has quickly transformed itself from a small
machine shop to a high value-added supplier largely through the purposeful
broadening of its manufacturing process knowledge. The trick was
matching company resources with customer needs

Executive Engineering has two AgieCharmilles machines in the wire
EDM department

The working end of one of the Citizen machines
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A view of the turning department

enough to offer the performance and quality the business
needed and the company has since stuck with the policy of
purchasing high-end, technologically advanced equipment,
whether they are destined for the machine shop floor or for
the other departments in the company.
Spreading out
While building up their CNC machine inventory and
capabilities, client portfolio and reputation, the partners
did not neglect other aspects of the company such as
expansion/growth plans, inspection and quality control and
diversification.
Executive Engineering’s first factory was a 300m² building
in Kuils River, Western Cape before they moved to a 1 650m²
building Saxenburg Park, Blackheath in 2001. This floor space
doubled four years later when the company added a further 1
650m² in 2005.
The exponential growth in the company necessitated
an expansion in floor space and this took place in 2010.
Executive Engineering expanded by building across the road

In total the company has 21 Okuma CNC machines on the floor
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The company also has a lineboring and metal spray facility



from its existing 3 300m²
facility in Saxenburg Park,
Blackheath, Western Cape.
This added a further 1
260m² of production space
and a 400m² stores facility.
What this helped to
achieve was to allow the
company to create three
divisions. The existing facility
focussed on CNC operations
and the necessary related
procedures. While
building the
business the
company had
built up an
impressive array
of conventional
equipment that,
for example,
included a TOS
lathe with a
1.4m swing,
a 5m Butler
milling machine,
a number of
Executive Engineering have recently invested in an EOS M 290 metal sintering machine, supplied by Rapid 3D. The
different gear
EOS M 290 is based on the DMLS (Direct Metal Laser Sintering) 3D printing technology developed by EOS. This 3D
cutting equipment
printing technique uses a fiber laser to melt and fuse fine metal powder. Layer after layer the 3D object is built. This
and a lineboring and
3D printing method allows the company to create 3D printed products with complex geometries including elements
metal spray facility.
such as freeform surfaces, deep slots and/or coolant ducts
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A general look at the conventional machines department

its clients are major companies
that operate in the petrochemical,
railway, automotive, wine industry,
canning industry, agriculture,
marine, general engineering,
industrial and other sectors of
the economy. More recently the
company has acquired clients in
the medical industry - machining
orthopaedic implants for them.
The CNC turning department
is equipped with 14 Okumas, four
Doosan Lynx lathes, one Takisawa,
three Hardinges and three
Citizens. On the CNC milling side,
Executive Engineering has seven
Okumas, one Kitamura, two Deckel
Mahos and two Quasers.
“Since November last year we
have installed nine additional CNC
machines. The most recent of our
Okuma machines to be installed
is the LT2000-EX, an 11-axis
universal CNC lathe that has been
designed for turn milling chuck,
bar and shaft parts in medium to
large batches. The twin-spindle
turning center in the 8-inch chuck
class has the ability to combine
the upper and lower turrets with
either spindle. Maximum turning
diameter is 210mm and maximum
turning length is 550mm.”
Introduction of Citizen
machines - Handling all smalldiameter work with 5-axis control
“We recently introduced a top
of the range Citizen M32VIII, a14axis sliding head Swiss turn-mill
center with 35mm bar capacity
up to 145mm in length for the
handling of all our small-diameter
work. The M32 is renowned for its
capability for 3-tool simultaneous
machining in a compact floor

Surface grinding is also offered by Executive Engineering

“The new building was built especially to accommodate all
of our conventional equipment. We moved 20 machines from
the existing building over to the new one. We were not about
to dispose of all of this conventional equipment because
we still have plenty of components that we manufacture on
these machines, and with the variety of them it offers us the
diversification that we need to offer,” explained Conradie.
“However, it did free up plenty of space in our original
building which allowed us to purchase more CNC turning
and milling equipment, as well as wire cutting equipment
such as two AgieCharmilles and a Fanuc Robocut EDM wire
cutters. We also have an ONA spark eroder, which is housed
in the conventional building. So we are very diversified in the
number of machining operations that we can offer.”
Expansion of CNC capacity and capabilities
Executive Engineering has continued to expand CNC
capacity and capabilities as it acquired more clients. Most of
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An example of what can be printed on the
new EOS M 290 metal sintering machine



space. The other advanced
function includes a B axis on the
gang tool post.”

challenges in terms of biological,
mechanical and host issues
and individualised treatment
strategies are required to tackle
each case as it involves in-depth
understanding of a complex
three-dimensional structure.”
“Advances in medical
imaging and rapid prototyping
have produced planning and
operative tools with which
surgeons are able to solve
complex problems safely and
with good results. This technology
has widespread use not only
in orthopaedics but in
other surgical disciplines
too, and with increasing
availability and improved
cost effectiveness will be
used more frequently in the
future.”
“Manufacturers such
as ourselves have to adapt
to present custom jigs and
orthopaedic implants to
make this type of surgery
manageable.”

Two further Citizen
machines
“We have been very
successful in cranking out
some high volume orders
on this machine so we have
purchased two more from
the Japanese manufacturer.
The Citizen L20XII LFV (Low
Frequency Vibration cutting)
and a Citizen L12VII LFV were
installed earlier this year.”
“Building a successful
and competitive business
sometimes requires you to
purposefully broaden your
manufacturing processes
and knowledge as well
as install the appropriate
technology. There is always
the temptation not to
branch out beyond your
traditional comfort zone,
especially when your core
business slows down.”

Additive manufacturing
Medical industry
in orthopaedics
“We have done this
“We have been
Nabertherm heat treatment
by introducing the Citizen
encouraged by our client
machines. Another area is the
LRS Implants, a Cape Town company
medical component machining
that specialises in limb salvage
industry. Although our machining
implants and in finding solutions for
of medical components has
orthopaedic ideas and problems.
risen in recent years it still
LRS provides a full suite of solutions
only accounts for 10% of
for both upper and lower-limb
our production figures.
salvage scenarios.”
We want to increase our
“As a result we have
position in this industry
strengthened our prototyping and
and have taken the
manufacturing capabilities by
appropriate steps.”
investing in an EOS M 290 metal
“Implants and
sintering machine, supplied
the manufacture of
by Rapid 3D. The EOS M 290
replacement parts have
is based on the DMLS (Direct
been performed for some
Metal Laser Sintering) 3D
time now. This has led
printing technology developed
to the development of a
by EOS. This 3D printing
subspecialty field within
technique uses a fiber laser
orthopaedic surgery. The
to melt and fuse fine metal
traditional manufacturing
powder. Layer after layer the
of components used
3D object is built. This 3D
in hip replacement, for
printing method allows us to
example, will continue.
create 3D printed products
But this form of medicine
with complex geometries
is taken further these
including elements such as
days with the emergence
freeform surfaces, deep slots
of orthopaedic oncologist
and/or coolant ducts.”
specialists concentrating
“The substantial value
purely on limb salvage.
of this investment reflects
Management of complex
our confidence in this new
limb injuries and defects
technology and demonstrates
are no longer the unusual
our commitment to staying at
anymore but are rather
the forefront of innovation in
The conventional equipment includes a TOS lathe with a 1.4m swing,
becoming the norm.
this fast-moving industry. More
a 5m Butler milling machine and a number of different gear
Each present different
importantly we resonate with 
cutting equipment
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LRS’s Neil Campbell’s
statement of: “The most
fulfilling part of my
job is seeing a design
move from computer,
to machine, to patient,
knowing that we have
made a difference
in that patient's
life.” Previously LRS
were having to work
with international
partners. But what
many don’t realise is
that machining still
needs to take place
once the 3D object is
built. Logistically it was
becoming a nightmare
for LRS and they now
have a local partner
that can provide them
with a full service.”
3D printing for
aerospace and the
motor industry
“By leveraging the
Temperature measuring instruments being assembled at Rhomberg Instruments
EOS M 290 we will also
be targeting industries
like aerospace, the
motor industry and
other markets looking
towards metal 3D
printing to transform
their manufacturing
processes. The M 290
was developed by EOS
to enable users to print
high-quality metal parts
directly from CAD data.
It has a build volume of
250 x 250 x 325mm,
a powerful 400-watt
fiber laser, and can
support a wide range of
validated materials and
processes.”
You can’t point to
just one or two things
to explain Executive
Engineering’s success
because there’s
so much this shop
does well. Superb
process engineering, a
meticulously organised
and efficient shop, an
Components machined by Executive Engineering for Rhomberg Instruments, an associated company that
designs, manufactures and supplies pressure and temperature measuring instruments
IATF 16949, ISO 9001
and ISO 13485 certified
company, very special
Executive Engineering has quickly transformed itself from
relationships with the
a small machine shop to a high value-added supplier largely
engineering function at key customers, rapidly acquired
through the purposeful broadening of its manufacturing
product design expertise and a highly skilled and engaged
process knowledge. The trick was matching company
workforce (166 staff). What these things all contribute to,
resources with customer needs.
however, is the ability to rapidly mobilise the sum total of
For further information contact Executive Engineering on
this business’s formidable resources to the net gain of its
TEL: 021 905 7544 or visit www.execeng.co.za
customers.
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Ultra-Flow Engineering Services
finds additional niche in market

H

eavy, mobile and stationary equipment
“However, we supply lubrication solutions and systems for
represents a substantial investment
large equipment such as mining and construction vehicles,
for any business. Due to the heavy
which are normally operating in remote areas and not close to
demands placed on equipment performance,
emergency help. There’s always a potential for something to
a significant consideration of risk for any
go wrong in these situations and often it does. If the vehicle
operation today is damage to equipment
catches fire, for whatever reason, it can be very costly to the
or potential loss of life resulting from
owner. Many serious fires start when an
the ever-present risks.
oil-based fluid ignites. So why would
The very nature of the
anyone use these combustible oilproducts that Ultra-Flow
based fluids?
supplies to all these
They are often
industries is to improve
necessary
the life of equipment
to achieve
and components,
the optimum
therefore increasing
production from
productivity while
your equipment,
at the same
as we have said.”
time decreasing
While there
machine
are a few
downtime.
common causes,
“It was only
it is worthwhile
a matter of time
considering
Leon Ladewig, Managing Director of Ultra-Flow
before we would
the options
find a product that
available to
would complement
protect your
the industries that we were already serving. The reality is
investment in the case of such an event. The installation of
that occasionally machines also catch fire, and consideration
a fire suppression system has now become an essential part
must be given to the costs of machine replacement and the
of a company’s overall risk management plan in order to
lost production. These costs are, however, insignificant in
minimise the risk to both operator and equipment.
comparison to the potential loss of life.” said Leon Ladewig,
When one thinks of a fire suppression system you
Managing Director of Ultra-Flow.
immediately think of a fire extinguisher, an overhead sprinkler
“16 years ago we started a small machine shop to
system or even the fireman himself. But there is much more
manufacture components for our lubricating systems. We
to the industry than one realises.
initially started to machine spares such as fittings, elbows,
Fire incidences lead to several disastrous impacts such as
connectors, valves, piping and nipples in mild steel, steel
threats to livelihood and/or destruction of public as well as
and stainless steel. Ultra-Flow Engineering Services, as we
private properties. To prevent such damage, fire suppression
named the company, was purely servicing our own needs and
systems are highly adopted in the commercial sectors. Fire
continues to do this ensuring quality whilst containing costs.”
suppression was first designed to be placed on mobile


Ultra-Flow Engineering Services machines all of its own components
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The machine shop at Ultra-Flow Engineering Services. The company
has five CNC lathes and one CNC machining center on the floor

Ultra-Flow Engineering Services has recently installed a Nikon
Alto 6.5.4 CNC CMM, supplied by WD Hearn. The CMM has a
measuring stroke on the XYZ of 600 x 500 x 440mm and can take
a maximum component weight of 300kg. The jigs and probe
are from Renishaw

equipment to give a big enough window of opportunity for the
operator to exit the machine safely in the event of a fire.
Based on the extinguishing agents used to suppress
the fire, the fire suppression systems consist of three types
- water, chemical or gas-based. Within these categories,
depending on specific requirements, different delivery
systems are found such as distribution via water pipe,
sprinklers and manual or automated suppression systems.
Apart from this, the fire suppression system can also include
detection systems, alarms, and emergency control systems.

On-machine fire suppression systems ready for dispatch

What does a fire suppression system have to do with
Cape Town based Ultra-Flow, a company that is known for
being associated with supplying industry with lubrication
solutions? The company has been servicing the marine,
transport, mining, agriculture, food & beverage, industrial,
harbour, construction and earthmoving industries since 1990,
supplying lubrication systems and equipment. These include
progressive, single and dual line systems, grease pumps,
centromatics, spray systems, single point lubricators, chain
lubrication systems and rail lubrication. Ultra-Flow are also 
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Ultra-Flow Engineering Services currently has a small
3D printer (Object) for prototyping but wants to introduce
more advanced 3D printing

the developers and suppliers of lubrication control systems,
namely the Autolube, Genie and G2 timers for both the local
and export market.

All components are laser marked with an Automator Vis marking
system supplied by Traceability Solutions

On-machine fire suppression systems are manufactured in a number
of varieties. Solidworks software is used to improve designs
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Joint-venture with Australian company
“Ultra-Flow Engineering Services was approached in 2009
by an Australian company with the possibility of becoming
their manufacturing division of the fire suppression products,
as well as being responsible for design and continuous
improvement.”
“We later established a new company in 2010 as a
joint venture with an Australian company. The role of the
joint venture is to maintain stringent logistics and quality
assurance before dispatching to its Australian partner. The
Australian company are the marketing ‘gurus’ and market
the fire suppression product worldwide. Our Australian
partner’s portfolio is highly diversified, with commercial
interests that extend into markets across the world, supplying
and distributing products for the automotive, mining and
construction industries including industrial markets.”
“Various types of on-machine fire suppression systems
are available, and most function in much the same way. Some
type of mechanism within the machine’s enclosure triggers
the release of an extinguishing agent when it detects a fire.
The cost of these systems varies depending on the complexity
of the detection mechanism and control system.”
“And they are not only used in a heavy vehicle situation.
Take a machine shop for example. There are clear benefits to
implementing unattended machining operations. There are
obvious dangers, too, especially when oil-based coolants are
used. These combustible coolants are susceptible to flash
fires that can not only damage or destroy a shop’s machine
tool, but can devastate an entire facility if left undetected.”
“On-machine fire suppression systems offer good
insurance for costly equipment as well as peace of mind that
any fire that might spark inside a turning center or mill will be
quickly extinguished. These systems use some type of heatsensing mechanism that automatically triggers the release
of an extinguishing agent when a fire is detected inside a
machine’s enclosure.”
“While we are not the inventors of fire suppression
systems – they have been around for decades – we saw
an opportunity to offer more to our clients through our
partnership arrangement. Fire suppression systems have
basically not changed in concept for many decades. However
we now utilise modern technology to produce a 24/7 fully
monitored fire suppression system.”


An on-machine fire suppression system being assembled

Ultra-Flow has an in-house tool-sharpening machine, capable of sharping end mills
including slot drills

The latest machine to arrive is a Leadwell T-6A, supplied by WD Hearn Machine Tools
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“Stainless steel components are
used to ensure longevity and durability in
harsh conditions culminating in a higher
quality product with greater accuracy in
performance. Constructed to AS 2470
standard, the cylinders and brackets
are stainless steel grade 304 including
the ring neck, relief valve and handles,
and completed in a UV stabilised powder
coated finish. The fittings are also
manufactured in stainless steel. Nozzle
fittings are available in a 90°, 45° and
straight, for both inline and end of line
connections and come complete with a
stainless steel bracket and bolts.”
“The in-built accuracy of our fire
suppression system is controlled using
intelligent pressure sensors, ensuring
that the discharge time meets the initial
design criteria, effectively suppressing
fires in the punishing environments
where many machines operate.”
“Each assembly comprises of
about 30 different components. We
manufacture most of the components
ourselves but some - those that don’t fit
our machine profile - are shopped out
and then we assemble and test here in
our 900m² facility in Montague Gardens,
Cape Town. The electronics are also
outsourced and manufactured for our
assembly requirements.”
All our metal components are
manufactured in stainless steel.
Stainless steel is long lasting and
can operate in the most difficult
of conditions. We had an example
recently where our product was
fitted to earthmoving equipment that
was operating in the extreme cold
of Mongolia to the hottest areas of
northern Africa. The weather conditions
in Mongolia are extreme and the
machines were operating at double digit
figures below 0 degree Celsius and our
products passed the test with flying
colours.”
The future
“Currently we have a small 3D printer
(Object) for prototyping but we want to
get more involved in this technology.
We have the knowledge to encompass
more advanced 3D printing and I am
just waiting for the right opportunity to
introduce it to my company.”
“On the machining side we are
investigating multitasking CNC machines.
The technology is mature now. I am
interested in that it offers integrated
flexible multitasking machining and
automation while maintaining high
production levels and flexibility.”
For further details contact Ultra-Flow
Engineering Services on TEL: 021 551
7497 or Arno Kutzer TEL: 021 551 7496
for any lubrication product requirements.
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You can tell a lot by the
colour of your weld
Colours in your weld bead and the heat-affected zone don’t automatically make it
a good weld; they could even indicate a bad weld, but not necessarily.
Josh Welton explains.

T

he range of colours
that occur in welds
can shock the senses
and stir your imagination.
Sometimes these hues are
desirable, and sometimes
they are not. How they
appear and why it matters
both depend on the process,
material, the industry, and
the application.
I’m not talking about
the creation of the soul of
a woman, but rather the
genesis of colours in welds.
A rainbow of colours in the
bead and heat-affected zone
(HAZ) doesn’t automatically
make it a good weld; it can
even indicate a bad weld, but not necessarily. This is where
the material and application matter.
First things first: Why does steel change colour? There is a
lot of science involved, and maybe some magic. I’m terrible at
explaining science, and chances are you’re not fond of reading
science. And if you’re a wizard,
you’re probably casting spells
instead of welding, or welding
with no need for the likes of me.
So, I’ll just give the rest of you a
quick and dirty version.
When steel heats up, its
entire molecular structure
changes. And as the surface
of the heated steel meets the
atmosphere, a chemical reaction
takes place. The colours that
result depend on the makeup
of the metal, the composition
of the atmosphere, the
temperature at which they meet,
and the duration of time the
metal is exposed at the elevated
temperature. What’s happening is the metal is oxidizing.
Now, surface oxidation is one thing, but deeper oxidation
- below the face of the metal -causes porosity. This is
where shielding gas or flux comes in, as both are designed
to protect the hot welded area from the atmosphere until
the bead and HAZ cool below the point at which the steel/
atmosphere mash-up won’t hurt the steel’s final properties.
When somebody tells you that your weld is coloured a certain
way because you’re welding at a certain temp, they’re right,
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but only partially. A lot
of factors go into it, and
sometimes those colours
mean everything, and
sometimes they mean
nothing.
On stainless steel,
for example, any colour
in the weld or HAZ shows
that an oxide layer has
formed, which can affect
corrosion resistance. The
darker the colour, the
thicker the oxidisation.
The colours follow a
predictable pattern,
from chrome to straw,
gold, blue, and purple.
In some industries, like
pharmaceuticals, any colour beyond chrome in the weld is
unacceptable, but in other sanitary welding situations, such
as dairy, shades up through light blues are allowed. Those
colours can be cleaned off mechanically, chemically, or both,
and the corrosion resistance can be restored. And that’s the
big deal with using stainless
steel, right? Corrosion
resistance can be critical.
Of course, if you’re
an artist like me, pretty
colours are sometimes what
you’re looking for. I’ll often
sacrifice rustproofing for
the sake of looks. Because
of the chemical makeup
of something like 308
stainless steel, a little heat
can result in some very vivid
colours. But mild steel also
can produce nice colours,
albeit a bit softer, and even
mixing the two can make for
interesting results. I often
look for hardened steel pieces, like bearing races or old pieces
of armor, as the composition lends itself to cool colours when
welded or heated.
The story behind titanium is kind of the same, but with
one big difference. Instead of just compromising corrosion
resistance, atmospheric contamination can actually affect
the integrity of the weld drastically. Titanium is a strong,
ductile material, but at elevated temperatures, it likes to
suck in hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen. If allowed to do so, it 

becomes brittle. While it’s not an absolute foolproof indicator,
the resulting colours are a pretty good marker of a weld’s
strength.
Again, it depends somewhat on the industry and use, but
typically you’d like the weld and HAZ to be a bright silver/
chrome colour, or colourless. Often a light gold colour is
acceptable (and sometimes beyond that, depending on the
application or code). The less colour in titanium, the less
chance that it is contaminated or compromised. The caveat
here is also similar to stainless: It looks amazing when
allowed to react. A lot of hot rod and motorcycle guys will take
their chances with material integrity on exposed piping and
exhausts because it looks so dang cool when it turns blue
and purple.
I’d like to add a bit about gas coverage. Yes, gas coverage
can have an effect on a weld’s colour. But it’s just one of
many factors.
There’s a common misconception among fabricators that
more cubic feet per hour (CFH) is always better. More gas
means cleaner welds, a better arc, and better puddle control,
right? In reality, that’s not the case.
For instance, remember when you were a kid and you
wanted to put 110 octane race fuel in your mom’s minivan (at
least it smelled amazing)? Or even now, when your neighbour
thinks that fueling up with 94 octane somehow makes his
stock v6 Chevy Malibu a sneaky world beater? Those motors
were built for 87 octane gasoline. Below that, you might get
pinging, but using anything rated higher than what the engine
was designed and calibrated to run on isn’t going to help; it’s
a waste. Heck, it might even hurt the motor.
Same thing with inert gas: You want just enough flow to
protect the heated metal from the atmosphere relative to
the standards you’re welding to. Anything more and you’re

wasting gas and possibly causing turbulence in the puddle.
The gas flow needed could be different for every job, but as
long as you’re getting just enough to cover the weld and HAZ
until it’s below the contamination temp, you’re good to go.
More won’t help. In some cases that might mean welding in a
chamber, but if a No. 6 cup and 10 CFH will do it, there’s no
advantage to using extreme gas flow.
I’ll sometimes run test beads and continue to turn my
flowmeter down until it’s not giving me quite enough gas, then
turn it back up a couple CFH and run it there.
Colours in welds are pretty, and many elements play into
their creation. Sometimes they indicate a bad weld, sometimes
they don’t.
Josh Welton is the owner Brown Dog Welding
and his article was first published in The Welder
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SigmaNEST celebrates

a quarter century of CAD/CAM
innovation and automation this year –
recognition of a South African
entrepreneur
Now in its 25th year, SigmaTEK Systems LLC successfully continues to provide CAD/CAM
nesting software and services to enhance the efficiency and profitability

of flat material and tube cutting under the SigmaNEST brand.

“W

e are known
The software integrates
worldwide as the
with a user’s enterprise
producers of the most
resource planning (ERP) system,
efficient nesting engine in the
synchronising raw material
world,” says Ben TerreBlanche,
information with cost and
SigmaTEK founder and CEO during
scheduling information.
an interview with comSpark.
“In order for the SigmaNEST
Hence, the company’s tag line,
system to know what to produce,
“Nest With The Best.”
it needs to be told by the
And it took a quarter of a
ERP system which parts are
century and then some to get
needed. The software gives that
there, he adds. Not to rest on
information from the host ERP
its nesting laurels, SigmaTEK is
system, and then it looks at what
embracing a big agenda for the
has been received in inventory
future release of new products
for raw materials, or sheet stock.
this year that will revolutionise
Then it picks the best sheet to
fabrication and the sheet metal
put the parts on and plans it,
software business, making what
programmes it and posts the
TerreBlanche describes as the
selected programme so the
“scarce” manufacturing workforce
machine operator just has to load
more efficient.
the machine and hit the green
Headquartered in Forest
button, and then the parts are
Ben TerreBlanche
Park, USA with an engineering
made automatically.”
department of 80 employees,
SigmaTEK maintains an extensive support network
In the beginning
worldwide, with 15 branches (300 employees) throughout
TerreBlanche, a mechanical engineer who hails from
North America, South America, Europe, Asia and Australia.
South Africa, became involved in mechanical design very
A leading solution suite for computer numeric control (CNC)
early on in his career.
programming and automatic nesting, SigmaNEST ensures
“It was at a time, in the early ’80s, when a lot of design
accurate part cutting, optimal material usage and efficient
was still done on drawing boards,” TerreBlanche recalls.
cutting time, and is compatible with most domestic and
“It was also a time when computers applied to engineering
international machine equipment for plasma, laser, punch,
started to appear. I worked for a company in the defence
oxyfuel, waterjet and router cutting. SigmaNEST solutions
industry, and they were interested in improving the design
are efficiently deployed from a single computer or a
process. They operated an office of about 15 people
large, networked system utilising a material requirements
working on drafting boards. It was just challenging to do
planning (MRP) system.
that work in two dimensions. So they were very interested
“Our software is a one-stop solution, which means
in how the computer could possibly help them.”
a big benefit from a user’s point of view,” TerreBlanche
TerreBlanche’s boss at the time was quite busy and did
notes.
not have time to spend on boarding him.
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“He took me to a computer room, unlocked the door,
turned on the lights, directed me into the room and said,
‘Ben, I have to run off to a project meeting. See what you
can figure out. I will be back tomorrow.’”
It would be six months before TerreBlanche’s boss
checked back in with him.
“I got involved in the first FEA model with 3D surface
modelling for the G5 barrel which was being manufactured
by Littleton Engineering. That was back in 1982,”
TerreBlanche explained.
“I completed my Masters in CAD/CAM technology in
1984 and was getting the hang of proprietary operating
systems. In the meantime, I had figured out the
mathematical transformation to make things appear 3D on
the computer,” says TerreBlanche.
“It was not an invention, it was just that I took the math
that was well established and applied it to this problem of
making things look 3D.”
When he showed his boss what he had, indeed, figured
out, his boss was wide-eyed.
“He asked the company’s plant director to come in,
and everyone was blown away,” TerreBlanche continues.
“They appointed me to a committee to investigate
the effect of computers on the design process. That
took me on a worldwide tour, studying technology and
becoming immersed in it. Eventually, I left that company,
joined a university and developed a master’s degree
class in computer-aided design and manufacturing
technical aspects.” Hence, his thesis title, “Technical
and Management Aspects of Implementing a CAD/CAM
System.”
TerreBlanche was soon drawn deeper into this
challenging field.
“I made a decision to go the route of developing CAD/
CAM systems on PC and we sold our first system in 1986.
That is when we formed the company. It was known as
Megkon in those days and we started off with three staff
members.”
“We changed the name to MeCad Systems – short for
Mechanical Engineering CAD Systems – in 1987 when
we took on the MasterCAM agency for South Africa. We
sold our first package to Dorbyl Venco and we were on the
road.”
“It was not until 1993 that we became involved in
the sheetmetal nesting programme that we developed.
Macsteel VRN was running 14 machines cutting various
sizes of plate and sheet. They had huge wastage because
they did not have any nesting programme. There were 13
people in the drawing office, each with a basic version of
AutoCAD, and they were trying to make programmes, and
trying to keep these machines going using a DXF system
– a very inefficient way of working – very manual and very
time consuming. They kept breaking down.”
Then one day, while he was driving…
“I was continually thinking about this - how I could
solve the problem for them,” TerreBlanche recalls. “Then
one day, I was driving, and I came up with the idea of
sorting, because there are different kinds of sorting
algorithms. I thought about formulating many parts on
a (metal) sheet in an efficient way, not just as a sorting
problem. I had a guy that was with me then on the staff
and I explained the basic algorithm, how I wanted it to
function, and the mathematics. He made a prototype
that was very impressive, which I then took back to the
company and this time they were very interested.”
“They provided a list of additional functions they
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needed, and we included those functions, and they were
our very first customers. Once we had that company, we
went to other companies, they bought the software, and
we got some traction.”
“We named the software SigmaNest but we did not
sell our first package to Macsteel VRN. It didn’t fly with
the company’s powers-that-be because they wanted it to
be automatic. Laser Cut Varios was the brave company
that purchased the first package. But once they (Macsteel
VRN) had purchased the package and were reaping the
benefits word soon got around to the other sheet metal
companies.”
“I then decided to move to the US to market the
SigmaNest software as I realised that there would be huge
potential. SigmaTEK was established in 1993 in Seattle,”
TerreBlanche continued.
“Up to this point, I had different companies, but in
1993, when this algorithm seemed promising, I started
SigmaTEK. We started showing our software around, and it
was very well received.”
Why Cincinnati?
By 1996, SigmaTEK had grown to such a point that
Seattle was no longer the best site for the company, and
TerreBlanche and his team decided they needed to find a
more central location. They chose Cincinnati.
“It’s a place of high technology in manufacturing,” says
TerreBlanche, with a nod to Cincinnati’s Milacron, General
Electric and other major players in the manufacturing
industry, and the University of Cincinnati’s wealth of
engineering talent.
“Those things have not been a disappointment, if not
underestimated,” he notes.
Don’t blame the robots
According to TerreBlanche, SigmaTEK has “a big
agenda” for releasing new products by the end of year,
all aimed at making what he describes as the “scarce”
workforce more efficient, further revolutionising the
fabrication and sheet metal nesting software business.
“These people are hard to find because of a lack of
skilled manufacturing talent. So, we need to make the
most of our people using robotics and automation. People
say robots will take jobs, but the US is about sixth or
seventh on the list of robots operating per manufacturing
worker in the world. We must be careful not to blame
robots as the problem. We have a lot of innovators and
entrepreneurs, and a very competitive spirit in the US.”
“And in our sheet metal and metal fabrication
industry, we do have an advantage in that products are
heavy and big and not easy to off-shore – think semitrailers, railway cars, Caterpillar tractor frames and other
agricultural machinery, mining machinery, cranes, bucket
trucks – provided we produce these things efficiently,” he
continues.
SigmaTEK’s fearless founder’s faith in the future of
the manufacturing industry here remains steady, but that
sanguine spirit is contingent upon a couple of factors.
“We cannot compete with salaries, but we can compete
through innovation and automation. The only way the
United States can continue to compete in manufacturing
is by embracing SigmaTEK’s type of technology to make
the best of raw material, to leverage in-company technical
talent to the max,” TerreBlanche concludes.
“In other words, we must give manufacturers the
best tools to be as productive as possible, to facilitate
production of this kind of product.”

CECIMO supports AM

standardisation with ISO agreement

C

ECIMO, the European association representing the
interests of the machine tool industries, has established
a liaison agreement with the ISO technical committee
on additive manufacturing (AM), and will now contribute to
the development of standards that support the uptake of the
technology at an industrial level.
ISO/TC 261 ‘Additive Manufacturing’ is the ISO committee
responsible for the development of standards in the area of
AM. On 13 September, the liaison between the committee and
CECIMO was approved, allowing CECIMO to provide input on
the formation of standards, which have a major impact on the
way companies carry out their AM business.
By joining ISO/TC 261, CECIMO will be able to ensure that
developments in regulation and standardisation are aligned
with the needs of businesses engaged in the AM sector. This

appears all the more important, as high-level discussions
between industry and European policymakers have pointed
to standardisation as a top priority for the growth of AM.
Consensus-based, market-driven standards are a better
instrument than top-down regulations to reflect the actual
needs and requirements of market players in a fast-evolving
technology ecosystem like that of AM. With this thought
in mind, CECIMO consistently supports the adoption of
international standards and contributes to a number of
other initiatives. For instance, the association has a
partnership with ASTM Committee F42, and is a member
of the European Commission’s Joint MSP/DEI Working
Group to provide a comprehensive plan to foster
standardisation in support of digitising European
industry.

Schuler and Porsche establish
joint venture for car body parts
Plan to build press shop for the car factory of the future.

P

orsche and Schuler are to build an innovative press
shop together for the car factory of the future with the
objective of creating a Smart Press Shop as part of
a networked Industry 4.0 approach. The new press shop’s
pioneering technologies will enable the highly flexible
production of complex car body parts, with aluminium body
panels and small batch production the focus.
“Porsche wants to use the joint venture to lay the
foundations for the future of sports car manufacturing,”
says Albrecht Reimold, member of the executive board for
production and logistics at Porsche AG.
“We plan to exploit future technologies and innovations
in order to make our processes even more efficient. By
dovetailing design, development, car body planning,
toolmaking and production within the Porsche Group, we can
significantly influence the quality of our sports cars.”
Schuler CEO Domenico Iacovelli stated: “Porsche and
Schuler will be using a press shop that sets new standards
in two respects – in terms of manufacturing performance, as
well as the digital networking and readability of data streams
along the entire production process. Not only Porsche will
benefit from this major step forward, but ultimately other
manufacturers as well.”
End-to-end networking of production data and the use
of machine learning will feature, with Porsche and Schuler
aiming to set new standards in the field of predictive
maintenance and intelligent production control.
The joint venture will utilise Schuler’s new Servo 20
Technology. It raises maximum output from 18 to 20 strokes
per minute, while reducing energy consumption per stroke
and part. A newly developed die-changing concept makes
it possible to produce small batches with a high degree of
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economic efficiency. Further features of the new line include
an optimised servo drive in the downstream presses and a
reduced footprint.
The joint venture will operate as an independent company
(GmbH & Co. KG) held in equal proportions by Schuler AG
and Porsche. Each of the two companies will invest a doubledigit million euro amount in the joint venture. Over 100
highly skilled jobs are to be created. The location of the new
company has not been confirmed. However, its location is
expected to minimise logistics distances for car body parts –
thus significantly reducing CO2 emissions.
The European Commission has already green-lighted the
joint undertaking. Approval from further anti-trust authorities
is still pending.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Hexagon AB acquires
External-Array Software

H

exagon AB has acquired External-Array Software, a
software development
company that
specialises in providing userfriendly and high functionality
metrology software for
coordinate measuring machine
(CMM) manufacturers.
Established in China in
2005, External-Array joins
Hexagon’s Manufacturing
Intelligence Division. With
simplified programming
modes, customisation
capabilities and strong
compatibility, ExternalArray’s solutions have helped
the company establish an
international reputation and a
large customer base in China.
RationalDMIS CMM software, developed by ExternalArray, features an intuitive interface and drag-and-drop
programming, designed to help trainee users quickly acquire

the required operational skills and knowledge. With functions
such as real-time graphical
display, path simulation,
collision detection and
measuring planning, users can
enhance measurement control
and visibility. In addition, the
software’s high compatibility
enables support for different
sensors, controllers and
CMMs.
“The acquisition of
External-Array further enriches
Hexagon’s metrology software
solutions, providing more
software choices for entry
level CMMs,” says Norbert
Hanke, president and CEO
of Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence. “The customisation function of RationalDMIS
software, in particular, offers customers a solution tailored
to their operations, helping them to target their needs and
objectives and drive productivity.”

Breakthrough in 3D printing
of graphene

W

hile there have been recent
advances in 3D printing
of the incredibly light yet
strong material graphene aerogel
(the least dense solid known, at
160gm/m3), achieving complex
structures has been elusive and
hampered realising the material’s
full potential.
To date, 3D printing of graphene
aerogel has been done using
direct-ink or other extrusion-based
methods, restricting the design
of parts printed from this ultralow-density material to simple
geometries.
To overcome this limitation, for
two years scientists and engineers
at Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) (www.llnl.gov)
and Virginia Tech (both in the
USA) have focused on 3D printing this material using light - a
method known as projection micro-stereolithography.
In a paper published online, the team reported a
breakthrough, producing ‘micro architectured’ 3D graphene
aerogel structures with higher resolution and complexity than
anything created before with other 3D printing methods.
According to LLNL principal investigator Marcus Worsley,
researchers began pursuing alternative printing methods while
working to optimise electrodes for flow batteries; and to reach

the level of intricacy required for the project, it was clear that
the team needed a different approach.
In projection micro-stereolithography, ultra-violet light is
used to project an image of a part layer into a photo-sensitive
liquid resin, which is cured and hardened into the shape of the
image.
Using this method, researchers were able to reduce the
resolution in 3D graphene aerogels printed through extrusionbased methods from around 100µm to about 10µm.

Open Mind joins Okuma Partners
in THINC initiative

G

ermany-headquartered CADCAM developer Open
Mind Technologies AG has partnered with Okuma
America Corporation, joining the Partners in THINC
collaboration, founded by Okuma.
“We are looking forward to collaborating with Okuma
and the members of Partners in THINC to bring the most
advanced, integrated solutions to manufacturers,” said Alan
Levine, Managing Director for Open Mind Technologies USA,
Inc.
“As we continually strive to keep our CADCAM solutions
at the forefront of the industry, we welcome the opportunity
to work together with other leading companies to enable
customers to leverage our technology to meet and exceed
their production needs.”
“We are extremely pleased to welcome Open Mind
to Partners in THINC. Open Mind’s globally recognised,
powerful 5-axis and multifunction CADCAM solutions will
strengthen and expand our technology portfolio to address
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the needs of the expanding additive manufacturing segment
and much more,” said Wade Anderson, director, Partners in
THINC said
Okuma and Open Mind already collaborate on 4- and
5-axis projects for various Okuma machines, including
machining centers, multi-function mill-turn machines and
hybrid technology, resulting in significant improvements
in precision, reliability and quality for increased customer
productivity.
Partners in THINC is a collaboration network of more
than 50 industry leaders who come together to solve
problems and explore new productivity ideas for real-world
manufacturing. With Okuma’s open architecture, PC-based
OSP control as its nucleus, Partners in THINC brings
specialised equipment, expertise and a commitment to
provide the best possible integrated solutions to end-users.
For more information contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

Mazak chosen for UK government
flagship 5G factory initiative

Yamazaki Mazak has been chosen as one of a select few UK companies to act as a ‘testbed’ for
the deployment of next-generation 5G technology, with a view to improving commercial digital
infrastructures and ultimately boosting productivity across the UK industrial sector.

Mazak’s factory in the UK

5

G is set to become the industry standard for connectivity
in the future. With potential speeds of up to 10 gigabits
per second, it could allow for industrial automation
systems to operate at as-yet-unseen speeds, as well as
increase the speed of real-time analysis, meaning quicker
reactions to any red flags and reduced downtime.
Mazak is part of the Worcestershire 5G consortium, and
was chosen due to its pioneering work to date in implementing
Industry 4.0 design principals throughout its portfolio of
machine tools and CNC technology.
The consortium has been granted £4.8 million in
government funding to conduct the 5G testbed trial. The
funding will be used to gauge how faster Internet speeds can
improve industrial productivity and advanced cyber security,
via increased investment in next-generation technology. This
will include experimenting with preventative and assisted
maintenance techniques using robotics, big data analytics and
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augmented reality, at the company’s European Headquarters,
in Worcester.
Marcus Burton at Yamazaki Mazak, comments:
“Manufacturers across the UK and beyond are now reaping
the productivity rewards of greater connectivity among their
industrial equipment. Industry 4.0 centres on the key design
principals of interoperability of machines and devices, greater
data transparency, technical assistance and decentralised
decision making. We are starting to see these factors become
more commonplace among UK manufacturers, but current
Internet speeds can only take us so far.”
“The 5G Testbed represents a hugely exciting opportunity
to drive further productivity growth, and facilitate even faster
data transfer and analysis for manufacturers. It can only be a
positive investment for the UK’s industrial sector.”
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

Sandvik Coromant selects Vimana
for new product’s analytics platform

V

imana has been selected by Sandvik Coromant
as the manufacturing analytics platform for the
tool manufacturer’s newly-announced CoroPlus
MachiningInsights offering. The partnership leverages the
two companies’ respective
strengths: Vimana’s advanced
analytics and Sandvik Coromant’s
manufacturing knowledge and
digital machining solutions.
“After Sandvik Coromant’s
comprehensive vendor evaluation
process, we are honoured to have
been selected as the ‘best-ofbreed’ manufacturing analytics
software for their new CoroPlus
MachiningInsights solution,” says
Rick Moran, Vimana president and
CEO.
“Collaborating with Vimana allows Sandvik Coromant
to expand our offerings to customers, enabling them
to analyse equipment utilisation and act to optimise
production processes. They will now be able to gain real-time
transparency and monitoring of machine tool and cutting
tool performance while improving productivity and saving on

production costs,” says Vijay Anand, head of digital machining
with Sandvik Coromant.
Vimana provides the enabling technology for smart
manufacturing realisation. Vimana’s products, based
on innovation and standards
leadership, are built around
Vimana’s Data Transformation
– shop floor data is transformed
into real-time analytics and
to predictive and prescriptive
insights, helping manufacturers
achieve operational excellence.
Vimana’s technology adds value
to existing manufacturing software
investments by providing deep and
broad integration with third party
applications, including CAM, ERP,
MES, and EAM. Vimana’s technology is the data foundation
that enables organisations to achieve their advanced
manufacturing solutions and initiatives.
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@sandvik.com
or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com
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Ready for mass production:

Volkswagen uses new 3D printing
process for production

V

olkswagen has announced it is one of the first
automotive manufacturers using the new HP Metal
Jet process, which simplifies and speeds up metallic
3D printing. According to the company, depending on the
component, productivity can improve 50 times with this
technology compared to other 3D printing methods, making
3D printing suitable for mass production in the automotive
industry for the first time.
Together with printer manufacturer HP and component
manufacturer GKN Powder Metallurgy, Volkswagen is therefore
pressing ahead with the development of the technology for
mass production.
Dr. Martin Goede, head of technology planning and
development for Volkswagen, said, “Automotive production
is facing major challenges: Our customers are increasingly
expecting more personalisation options. At the same time,
complexity is increasing with the number of new models.
That’s why we are relying on state-of-the-art technologies
to ensure a smooth and fast production. 3D printing plays
a particularly important role in manufacturing of individual
parts.”
A Volkswagen vehicle is manufactured from 6 000 to
8 000 different parts. Previous 3D printing processes can,
however, only be used for the special production of individual
parts or prototypes. The additive 3D Metal Jet technology
enables the production of a large number of parts using 3D
printing, without having to develop and manufacture the
corresponding tools. As a result, the process is now also being
considered for producing large quantities in a short period of
time.
In collaboration with HP and GKN, Volkswagen is further
developing the technology so that design elements can be
printed in a small series at first without a great deal of effort.
The goal is to be able to offer individualised design parts tailgate lettering, special gear knobs or keys with personalised
lettering - to customers as soon as possible.
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As early as next year, GKN Powder Metallurgy intends
to establish a process chain geared toward automotive
production in collaboration with Volkswagen. The first small
design components are to be used to further develop the
technology so that the first structural components for massproduction vehicles can be printed within two to three years.
“A complete vehicle will probably not be manufactured
by a 3D printer any time soon, but the number and size of
parts from the 3D printer will increase significantly,” explained
Goede. “Our goal is to integrate printed structural parts into
the next generation of vehicles as quickly as possible. In the
long term, we expect a continuous increase in unit numbers,
part sizes, and technical requirements - right up to soccer-size
parts of over 100 000 units per year.”
The new HP Metal Jet process is an additive process
in which parts are produced layer by layer using a powder
and binder. The component is then baked into a metallic
component in the sintering process. This differs from previous
processes in which powder is melted with a laser.

Trumpf increases

sales to 3.6 billion euros
Machine tool manufacturer releases preliminary figures for the 2017/18 fiscal year:
Sales up by around 15 per cent from 3.1 to 3.6 billion euros. Orders received rise from
3.4 to 3.8 billion euros. Biggest individual markets: Germany, USA and China.

T

he Trumpf Group posted a significant increase in sales of
around 15 per cent at the end of the 2017/18 fiscal year
on June 30, 2018. According to preliminary calculations,
sales amounted to 3.6 billion euros (3.1 billion euros in the
2016/17 fiscal year). Orders received rose to 3.8 billion
euros (3.4 billion euros in the 2016/17 fiscal year). This is an
increase of around 13 per cent.
Germany was the biggest single market with sales of
over 700 million euros, followed by the USA and China, each
with sales of around 450 million euros. Sales to European
customers were also encouraging. The expansion of the EUV
business had a significant impact here. Trumpf supplies
special lasers to ASML, a customer in the Netherlands.
These lasers use extreme ultraviolet radiation to expose chip
surfaces for the computer industry.
“In many markets, we exceeded our targets, with all our
products contributing. We registered gratifying growth in
the future technology of additive manufacturing - that is, in
industrial 3D printing - and in the laser business for microchip
manufacturers,” said Trumpf CEO Nicola Leibinger-Kammüller.
“Even so, we are monitoring the global economy’s
development very closely. There are increasing signs that this
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long phase of recovery could soon be over. We want to be
prepared for that.”
The number of employees across the Group rose more
than 10 per cent to around 13 500. There were 6 700 people
employed in Germany as at June 30, 2018, with nearly 3 900
working at the Ditzingen headquarters.
In the past fiscal year, Trumpf continued to invest in digital
connectivity and began optimising sheet metal machining
processes towards the goal of fully automated production.
A large share of investments again went to the structural
expansion of locations in and outside of Germany. The
company erected a manufacturing building with clean rooms
and office space at the headquarters in Ditzingen to expand
its high-tech production capabilities, particularly for lasers
used in EUV lithography for microchips. It also invested in
manufacturing buildings at the Teningen and Schramberg
locations. The Trumpf Group’s largest production site was set
up in China. The majority of investments went to the locations
in Germany. Significant investments were also made at the
sites in the USA and Asia.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Exponential technological

advances, strong economy propel
IMTS 2018

“C

onnectivity, the digital transformation
of manufacturing, automation, additive
manufacturing and a strong economy drove record
numbers at IMTS 2018,” says Peter Eelman, Vice President
– Exhibitions & Business Development at AMT – the
Association For Manufacturing Technology, which owns and
organises IMTS.
“Digitisation collided with a robust manufacturing
industry to create our most dynamic show ever.”
“The velocity of change has become different,”
observes Tim Shinbara – AMT Vice President –
Manufacturing Technology. “Analogue technology yields
linear improvements. Digital technology creates exponential
growth and transforms how manufacturers and job shops
operate.”
Additive advances
Notable growth areas at IMTS 2018 included an
expanded Additive Manufacturing Pavillion. With digital
technology, the pace of change makes it difficult to fully
grasp the possibilities. IMTS 2018 directly addressed
that issue with AMT’s Emerging Technology Center (ETC)
on digital transformation, which featured demonstrations
of how new science impacts manufacturing. Multiple
companies chose IMTS 2018 as their venue to debut high-
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volume AM systems.
“Additive manufacturing is one of the most revolutionary
technologies ever brought to IMTS, and that’s reflected in
the ETC focusing on additive manufacturing,” says Eelman.
To show its speed and versatility, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory created a “die-in a-day” demonstration that
featured four stages of development: Printing the die
at Lincoln Electric, machining the printed die at Mazak,
moulding a part from the die at IACMI and 3D laser
scanning the part at Quality Vision International.
“Traditionally it takes a minimum of six weeks to make
moulds, and it costs tens of thousands of dollars,” said
Lonnie Love, Group Leader of Automation Robotics and
Manufacturing at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
“We demonstrated every day of the show the ability to
go from digital to actual production in less than 10 hours.
This technology has practical uses that manufacturers can
utilise now.”
The 32nd edition of the show drew a record registration
of 129 415 people and featured 132 000m² of exhibition
space representing 2 123 booths and 2 563 exhibiting
companies. Previous records were 121 764 registrants
(IMTS 1998), 131 500m² of exhibition space (IMTS 2000),
1 808 booths (IMTS 2016) and 2 407 exhibiting companies
(IMTS 2016).

Haas Automation partners
with MachiningCloud

H

aas Automation and MachiningCloud have jointly
announced that they have partnered to offer
Haas CNC machine tool product data, including
a comprehensive collection of 3D CAD models for
the complete line of Haas CNC machines, on the
MachiningCloud platform.
The Haas MachiningCloud partnership will utilise the
convenience and reach of MachiningCloud’s technology
and enable customers to easily gather the product data
they need to drive their CAM, simulation and other datahungry shop software.
MachiningCloud simplifies the way customers gather
the 3D CAD Models for their Haas CNC machines,
workholding and cutting tools by providing them in one
place and in the formats needed for today’s shop software.
Included with the product data of more than 750 000
cutting tools, beyond the 3D CAD models, MachiningCloud
also provides the descriptive information needed for part
programming, and the usage information, including speeds
and feeds, needed to run the selected cutting tools on the
customer's Haas machines.
While Haas Automation designs and manufactures
CNC machine tools for the metalworking industry,

MachiningCloud is a product data provider for world-leading
cutting tool, CNC machine tool, workholding, and metrology
manufacturers.
“By publishing their product data on MachiningCloud,
Haas Automation is showing an industry-leading
commitment to supporting their customers’ need for easy
access to the information needed to drive their shop
software. By having the product data for their machines,
cutting tools and workholding available in one place,
customers can quickly and easily find what they need to
programme their jobs and keep the chips flying,” says
Christophe Rogazy, Director of Product Management for
MachiningCloud.
“Haas Automation offers 3D CAD models for their
complete line of CNC machines, allowing our customers
to easily programme and simulate their manufacturing
processes offline in their shop software. By providing the
models on MachiningCloud, we are providing our customers
a convenient, single-source for the machine and cutting
tool product data they need to run their shop,” says Scott
Gasich, VP of Sales and Marketing at Haas Automation.
For further details contact Haas Factory Outlet South
Africa on TEL: 011 974 2301 or visit www.Haassa.com

Prima unveils

Prima Additive brand

P

rima Industrie has introduced its new Prima Additive
brand, dedicated to the design, production, and
marketing of metal powder bed fusion and direct metal
deposition technologies, as well as application support and
global service.
Prima Additive becomes the third division of the Prima
Industrie Group, which already includes Prima Power (laser
and sheet metal working machinery) and Prima Electro
(laser sources and industrial electronics).
The mission of the new division is continuous innovation
in laser technology for material processing, and its main
commitment is advancing the industry by reducing barriers
to entry in the additive manufacturing space.
The Prima Additive product range will cover both
additive manufacturing technologies of powder bed fusion
(PBF) and direct metal deposition (DMD). The technology
principle of PBF process is layer-by-layer fabrication. The
laser source produces thermal energy melting the powder
material, which then solidifies as it cools down. Layer by
layer the part is created. This technology is mainly used for
constructive parts with complex geometries in aerospace,
biomedical, prototyping, spare parts, casting, motorsport,
and automotive in general. The technology principle of the
DMD process is high build rate: The laser source produces

thermal energy to fuse powder metal sprayed at the focal
point of the laser beam, which melts the powder to the
component. This process is particularly suitable for adding
features to existing parts for customisation, coating and
repairing in oil and gas, tooling, and casting.
The new division will operate from Prima Industrie
headquarters and will soon have a new home, currently
under construction, close to the headquarters. The
investment for this facility is close to six million euro and
the investments for R&D innovative activities were in a
large part conceived within national and European research
projects.
Commenting on the event, Gianfranco Carbonato, Prima
Industrie Group president, stated: “I’m particularly proud to
introduce the first Innovation Day and to present this new
brand, because it reinforces the pioneering spirit and the
legacy of innovation of our Group. Back in the seventies,
we followed our vision and we entered the market of laser
machines for industrial applications that was just at its
beginning, and it was a winning choice. Today we are
witnessing the developing of these new applications of
laser to metal working and their disruptive potential. It is a
fascinating new manufacturing paradigm, and we are ready
to help our customers seize these business opportunities.”
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Audi optimises quality inspections
in the press shop with artificial intelligence
As one of the first automobile manufacturers worldwide, Audi plans to apply
machine learning (ML) in series production.

T

he software Audi has developed
recognises and marks the finest cracks
in sheet metal parts automatically,
reliably and in a matter of seconds.
With this project, Audi is promoting
artificial intelligence at the company and
revolutionising the testing process in
production.
Due to the increasingly sophisticated
design of its cars and the high quality
standards at Audi, the company inspects all
components directly after production in the
press shop. In addition to visual inspection
by employees, several small cameras
are installed directly in the presses. They
evaluate the captured images with the help
of image-recognition software. This process
will soon be replaced by an ML procedure.
Software based on a complex artificial
neural network operates in the background
of this innovative procedure. The software
detects the finest cracks in sheet metal with
the utmost precision and reliably marks the
spot.
“We are currently testing our automated component
inspections for series production at our Ingolstadt press shop.
This method supports our employees and is another important
step for Audi in the transformation of its production plants into
modern smart factories,” stated Jörg Spindler, Head of the
Competence Center for Equipment and Forming Technology.
The solution is based on deep learning, a special form of
machine learning that can operate with very unstructured and
high-dimensional amounts of data such as with images. The
team spent months training the artificial neural network with
several million test images. The biggest challenges were on
the one hand, the creation of a sufficiently large database,
and on the other hand, the so-called labelling of the images.
The team marked cracks in the sample images with pixel
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precision – the highest degree of accuracy was required. The
effort was worth it because the neural network now learns
independently from the examples and detects cracks even in
new, previously unknown images. The database consists of
several terabytes of test images from seven presses at Audi’s
Ingolstadt plant and from several Volkswagen plants.
“Artificial intelligence and machine learning are key
technologies for the future at Audi. With their help, we will
continue to sustainably drive the digital transformation of the
company,” emphasised Frank Loydl, Chief Information Officer
(CIO) at AUDI AG.
“In this cross-divisional project, we are jointly developing a
production-ready solution that Audi will use exclusively in the
company and which is unique in the market.” The software
was mainly developed in-house, from the idea to the finished
prototype. Since mid-2016, the innovation department of Audi
IT has been working hand in hand with the Production
Technology division of the Equipment and Metal Forming
Technology Competence Center.
In the future, quality inspection using ML will replace
the current optical crack detection with smart cameras.
This involves a great deal of manual effort. Whether doors,
engine hoods or fenders – the camera currently has to be
reconfigured for every new component produced in the
press shop. In addition, false detections regularly occur,
since the simple algorithms of the image-processing
programme are highly dependent on ambient factors such
as lighting conditions and surface properties.
In the future, it will also be possible to apply the
ML approach for other visual quality inspections. If a
sufficiently large number of labelled datasets are available,
the system can also support paint shops or assembly
shops, for example.

BAE Systems

eyes novel way of flying

R

ecognising that aircraft technologies are becoming
increasingly complex and that sources of data
continue to multiply - making it increasingly hard
for pilots to quickly access, assess and act on critical
information - experts at BAE Systems (www.baesystems.
com) are developing technologies designed to enable
pilots to control the fighter jet of the future with the
‘blink of an eye’.
BAE Systems’ specialist team of Human Factors
engineers are collaborating with pilots to better
understand and anticipate their needs in this challenging
environment and enable them to control the cockpit in
new ways.
Lead technologist Jean Page said: “In terms of
future concepts, we are looking at what we are calling a
‘wearable cockpit’.”
Here, you remove many of the physical elements of
the cockpit and replace it with a virtual display, projected
through the helmet. Essentially, it is a software-only
cockpit that’s upgradable, adaptable and reconfigurable.
“In such a world, we need to think about what
controls are critical to the pilot and then make them
easier to manage. Eye-tracking gives you the option of

looking at something to highlight it and then making a
gesture to ‘press’ a button, rather than having a series of
physical buttons on the aircraft.”
Ms Page went on to say that in cockpit design terms,
simply understanding where a pilot is looking during a
particular phase of a mission is hugely beneficial.
“The really clever bit will be that, based on where the
pilot is looking, we can infer the goal and use intelligent
systems to support task performance and reduce the
pilot’s workload. We want to do it in a way that doesn’t
always ask for permission, because that would get very
annoying very quickly; equally, it is essential that it is
always evident to the pilot what task the intelligent
system is performing.”
The BAE Systems Human Factors team demonstrated
this approach in the ‘future combat aircraft’ concept
model, Tempest, which was unveiled for the first time at
the 2018 Farnborough International Airshow.
This concept model, developed by the UK Ministry
of Defence, the RAF and industry partners (including
BAE Systems), illustrates how technologies such as eye
tracking will shape the types of cockpit that are expected
in the combat air systems of the future.
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PRODUCT

REVIEW

Mazak promotes small
but powerful PRIMOS
If you thought a Mazak was beyond you … Think again.

T

he new campaign, which has the
strapline “You don’t have
to be big to be powerful”
is promoting the QT-PRIMOS
series, a range of compact, high
performance turning centers, and
its vertical version, the VC-PRIMOS
400 SG, a compact vertical
machining center.
Aimed at entry-level machine
users, all machines in the PRIMOS
range can be characterised by
exceptionally small footprints, circa
20 per cent less than equivalent
machines in their class.
The QT-PRIMOS 50 SG is a
compact, high-performance CNC
turning center, designed for
mass production environments,
but with minimum floorspace
requirements. The rigid integral
spindle motor and Intelligent
Thermal Shield ensure outstanding
accuracy and high-speed cutting with the main
spindle capable of 5 000rpm. The machine is
also equipped with a lightweight machine front
door, front window, large capacity oil pan, smooth chip
disposal and a 5” chuck.
In this series, the QT-PRIMOS 150 SG, is a similar
compact machine equipped with a servo motor driven drum
turret that features high-speed, non-lift turret indexing and a
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main spindle capable of 4 000rpm.
The new campaign also features
the VC-PRIMOS 400 SG, a compact,
high speed vertical machining
center, equipped with a 12
000rpm spindle and 30-taper
interface, that delivers highproductivity performance with
lower tooling investment costs.
The machine is capable
of high speed 60m/min rapid
traverse rates and delivering
fast tool change times, which
can increase productivity and
efficiency by reducing noncutting time. In addition, the
highly compact machine has
maintenance-free sides and rear
chip conveyor discharge.
The VC-PRIMOS 400 SG can
also be fully integrated with
machines from the QT-PRIMOS
series to form an effective
production line that performs
both turning and milling.
All machines in the PRIMOS
range are built to Mazak global manufacturing
standards, which means that, despite the entry-level price
point, there is no compromise on Mazak build quality.
For more information contact Hi-Tech Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 608 0088 or visit www.hitech.co.za

CoroDrill 870 from
®

Sandvik Coromant gets
three new grades
Latest grades for exchangeable tip drill increase tool life.

C

utting tool and tooling system specialist Sandvik
Coromant is releasing three new grades for its
popular CoroDrill® 870 exchangeable-tip drill.
GC4344, GC3334 and GC2334 have been developed
to offer significant tool life improvements and more
predictable wear patterns, all while maintaining the
high penetration rates and productivity for which the
concept is renowned.
The new GC4344, GC3334 and GC2334 grades
for CoroDrill 870 are produced with Zertivo™, a
unique PVD (Physical Vapor Deposition) production
technology developed by Sandvik Coromant. Zertivo
technology amplifies the grades already exceptional
benefits, maintaining the advantageous properties
from its predecessors and bringing out significant
improvements when it comes to properties such as
edge line security, chipping resistance and overall wear
resistance.
“Drilling is often carried out late in the
manufacturing process with previous operations
already having enhanced the initial component’s value.
The drilling application, although seemingly simple,
is a complex operation that can lead to significant
consequences if the tool malfunctions or is run beyond
its capacity. That is why, when it comes to wear, our
customers want to keep their results predictable and
consistent, obtaining a drilling process that can be
relied on. Releasing the new CoroDrill 870 grades, our
ambition has been to provide customers with increased
tool life and reliability in their drilling operations,” says
Johan Ekbäck, Global Product Manager at Sandvik
Coromant.
Available in various geometries, the latest grades
are highly versatile and cover applications in most ISO
materials, although they are optimised for ISO P (steel),
ISO M (stainless steel) and ISO K (cast iron). All grades
are PVD-coated using with Zertivo and designed to
deliver specific enhancements related to common wear
issues within drilling.
Designed for the intermediate hole-tolerance area
of H9–H10, the CoroDrill 870 exchangeable-tip drill
saves time and reduces cost-per-hole. The drills can be
tailored to best support applications through a selection
of diameter, length, step or chamfer possibilities.
CoroDrill 870 is available in a diameter range from
10 to 33mm and a depth capacity from 3×D to 12×D.
For more information please visit www.sandvik.
coromant.com/en-gb/products/corodrill_870/pages/
default.aspx
For further details contact Sandvik Coromant on
TEL: 0860 101 008 or Mary-Ann Haylett on
TEL: 011 570 9615, or email: mary-ann.haylett@
sandvik.com or visit www.sandvik.coromant.com
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Hexagon announces new
flagship measuring arm

The Absolute Arm range of portable measuring arms undergoes its
biggest modernisation in a decade.

E

ight years after the launch of the first Romer Absolute
Arm, Hexagon’s Manufacturing Intelligence division
has unveiled its new Absolute Arm range. A ground-up
redesign has seen one of the world’s most recognisable
portable measuring arms modernised to meet the needs of
today’s metrology users, with a key focus on improved usability
and versatility without compromising on speed and accuracy.
A standout feature of the new Absolute Arm is its modular
wrist design. This allows both the RS5 Laser Scanner and
the pistol grip to be completely removed, facilitating easy
probing in tight spaces. When reattached for laser scanning
applications, a variety of grip sizes are available to ensure
a perfect fit for every user. The new wrist also now features
a display screen that allows for measurement result
oversight, profile switching and calibration right at the point
of measurement, reducing time spent switching attention
between the arm and its control computer.
“Over the last eight years we’ve received a lot of positive
and constructive customer feedback, and hopefully people
will see how this has informed our design,” commented
Anthony Vianna, product manager for the Absolute Arm range.
“Many customers told us they needed to measure
in smaller and smaller spaces, like cavities or inside
complex fixtures, and it was that sort of direct-from-theuser intelligence that drove us to create the most compact
scanning configuration on the market today.”
“We examined everything about the arm: How people were
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using it; how users measure different parts; how they move
their arm around their facility; How the arm communicates
with them; How to make the arm more serviceable. And
that process is what brought us to where we are today - with
a new arm that offers improvements in every single area,
across accuracy, speed, efficiency, weight, serviceability and
versatility.”
The new Absolute Arm range retains all the features
that made the previous generation of Romer Absolute Arm
systems so successful. These include the proprietary Absolute
Encoders that eliminate referencing and warm-up times and
diagnostic reporting, as well as low-friction rotating grips and
a unique counterweight system that facilitate easy movement
and measurement. Also notably still present is the capacity to
measure at full speed without a reduction in accuracy.
The new Absolute Arm models are also available in a
6-axis version designed for dedicated probing applications.
Within this category is the new Absolute Arm Compact,
which assumes position of the previous Romer Absolute Arm
Compact as the most accurate portable measuring arm in
the world, with accuracy now to within just 6 microns. The
full Absolute Arm range is available across seven sizes, with
measurement radiuses from 1.2 to 4.5 metres, and three
levels of accuracy, resulting in 36 unique arm configurations
– an arm for every application.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Victor Fortune Vturn-NP16CM
CNC lathe with Easyway Robot
CNC lathe features integrated robot.

V

ictor Fortune’s Vturn-NP16CM CNC
lathe is equipped with a 6" 3-jaw
hollow hydraulic chuck, C-axis and
BMT-45 live servo turret (12 live tools). It
features a standard rear discharge chip
conveyor. Optional is a right discharge
chip conveyor. The lathe utilises roller
type linear guide ways and features a
Meehanite casting one-piece slant bed.
Rapid feedr ates are 30 metres per
minute for both axes. Machine width is
only 1 600mm with a standard Fanuc
spindle motor to save floor space.
The Easyway Robot is seated on the
slide ways of the tailstock (which has been removed from the
lathe). This robot (parts catcher) has three servo-motors to
rotate the arms and grippers to transport the parts between
work feeder and chuck. Maximum part weight is 3kgs.,
maximum part diameter is 120mm and length is 102mm. The
work feeder consists of 10 pallets, each measuring 170mm
in width by 400mm in height to load 120 (12 x 10) pieces of

parts with maximum diameter of 42mm.
Different holes on the pallets can be
specified. A turnover station is installed
in this cell.
The lathe, robot and workpiece
feeder are arranged in a single cell in
order to occupy as little floor space
as possible. In addition, keeping the
robot inside the machine minimises
the distance it needs to travel between
the chuck and workpiece feeder while
eliminating the need to open and close
the machine door for loading and
unloading. According to the company,
this results in a change-over time of
seven seconds, compared with 15 seconds for an external
gantry robot. And because the door is always closed, oil
mist is kept inside the machine, resulting in a cleaner shop
environment.
For further details contact Victor Fortune on
TEL: 011 392 3800 or visit www.victor.co.za
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Milling tool removes more metal

with lower machining forces – Kennametal
Harvi Ultra 8X milling cutter

K

ennametal’s Harvi Ultra 8X milling cutter was developed
to meet needs in the aerospace and machine tool
building sectors, providing high metal removal rates and
enabling higher cutting speeds with lower machining forces.
The company claims this tool can predictably remove 328 cm3
of Ti-6Al-4V per minute while attaining 60 minutes of tool life
per cutting edge.
A double-sided yet positive rake insert delivers the lowest
cost per edge possible and is said to simultaneously reduce
power consumption by up to 50 per cent. Thanks to a special
AlTiN+TiN PVD coating that provides robust resistance to
thermal fatigue, Kennametal’s high-performance KCSM40
carbide grade enjoys much longer tool life. The cutter body is
constructed of a higher-quality steel for improved stiffness and
rigidity under high cutting forces. In addition, a BTF46 (bolt
taper flange) connection provides high deflection resistance
compared to traditional shell mill-type holders. The variable
helix design of the Harvi Ultra 8X breaks up the harmonics
that lead to chatter, further improving tool life, part quality and
throughput.
For more information contact Kennametal South Africa on
TEL: 011 748 9300 or visit www.kennametal.com

The new Studer favorit

S

tuder is expanding its product portfolio and bringing a
new machine series to the market – the favorit. With
centre distances of 400, 650, 1000 and 1600mm, the
favorit line is suitable for short to long workpieces and can
be used universally. It comes in a completely new design and
scores especially with its price-performance ratio.
This CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine is
designed for grinding in individual
and batch production and
can be automated. It can
subsequently be easily
adapted to other grinding
tasks using various
accessory kits such
as in-process gauging,
balancing system, contact
detection and length
positioning.
The favorit is a very
cost-effective machine. As
with all Studer cylindrical
grinding machines, the
proven solid Granitan®
machine base ensures the
highest precision, performance
and reliability. The full enclosure ensures an optimal view
of the grinding process. The wheelhead, which can be
automatically positioned every 3°, can take one belt-driven
external and internal grinding spindle respectively.
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Thanks to a 370mm long X-axis the dressing spindle can
be placed behind the workhead or tailstock, without colliding
with the grinding head. Geometrical clarifications are now
a thing of the past. The dresser position can be manually
adjusted in the T-slot.
The Studer favorit has an integrated coolant tray
and a machine base with temperature control. Potential
deformations of the slide on the Z-axis are eliminated. At the
same time the active temperature control option brings the
machine to operating temperature faster.
The practical Studer grinding
software with its proven Studer
Pictogramming means that even
less experienced users can quickly
and practically programme grinding
and dressing cycles. Also available
is the optional StuderGRIND
software, which enables
efficient programming of
special applications such
as profiling grinding wheels
for complex workpiece shapes.
The modern and user-friendly design is
complemented with a touch-screen panel, which allows the
operator to easily and directly control the machine. Service
doors at the rear and on the right of the machine ensure high
ergonomic efficiency during machine operation.
For more information contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600 or visit www.retecon.co.za

Yaskawa Motoman

MPX3500 painting
robot
Versatile coating robot.

T

he Yaskawa
Motoman MPX3500
demonstrates the
capabilities of modern
painting robots. Fields of
application for this fast and
flexible robot include the coating
of automobile bodies, construction
machines, components and many
other workpieces.
The 6-axis robot only needs a
small amount of space to perform its
work. The compact construction of the
L-axis with no offset allows for the machine
to be installed in small spaces close to the
workpiece, while the internal cable and hose routing avoids
interfering contours. Its hollow wrist design has an inside

diameter of 70mm, making it well-suited for mounting spray
equipment applicators. The hollow wrist’s high load capacity
of 15kg allows for the use of even large rotary atomisers.
The robot can also efficiently apply a variety of different
colours. Thanks to its large motion range of 3 500mm when
wall-mounted, the MOTOMAN MPX3500 is suitable for use
in large cells. To keep programming time for large cells to a
minimum, the motion data can be mirrored by another robot
on the opposite side of the painting line.
The new painting robot is controlled by the highperformance DX200 controller, which is available with
the optional addition of a Functional Safety Unit (FSU) for
improved safety.
The flexible robot can be floor, wall or ceiling mounted for
layout flexibility.
For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa on
TEL: 011 608 3186 or visit www.yaskawa.eu.com
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Hurco double-column machines
combine speed, stability

T

he latest additions
to Hurco’s BXi CNC
machine series are the
BX50i, with XYZ-axis travels
measuring 130 x 950 x
600mm, and the BX60i, with
XYZ-axis travels measuring
1 325 x 1 600 x 700mm. The
rigidity and thermal stability
of the double-column design,
combined with the weight
of the machines, provide
accuracy and improved
surface finish capabilities.
Designed for the mould
making and aero-space
industries, the machines
are suitable for high-speed
machining applications that
require tight tolerances.
The double-column design
is said to minimise machine
distortion and thermal
deformation. Also contributing
to rigidity is a ladder-style
bridge. This design supports
the head casting, keeps the
spindle centerline close to
the supporting structure and
isolates the bridge from part
weight.
The machines feature integrated WinMax
control software and the UltiMotion motion
system. The control software supports
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multiple programming methods, including conversational
programming, NC programming and a Hurco-specific feature
called NC/Conversational Merge.
The UltiMotion system is designed to determine the
tool’s optimal trajectory, ensure consistent programmed
feed rates and reduce cycle time. Compared
to conventional systems, it is said
to improve cornering velocity and
reduce machine jerk. It includes up
to 10 000 blocks of dynamic look
ahead and adapts to tool paths.
It improves on CAM output
through improved handling
of machine mechanics
and dynamics.
The BX50i has a
table size of 1 500 x
960mm and a table load
capacity of 2 500kgs. Its
axes run as fast as 39mpm.
It features direct drive ballscrews.
Its motorised, 35kW spindle can
rotate as fast as 18 000 rpm, and
its spindle taper is HSK 63A. It
has 30 automatic tool changing
stations and weighs 13 000kgs.
For further details contact
Hurco South Africa on TEL:
011 849 5600 or visit www.HURCO.co.za

Castrol widens range of
long-lasting cutting fluids

XBB metalworking fluids reduce the use of additives and biocides and
contribute to safeguarding workers long-term health.

I

n 2016 Castrol
reinvented the
fundamentals of
cutting fluid technology
by developing soluble
cutting fluids that
dramatically reduce
the need for expensive
treatment additives,
biocides or fungicides.
Castrol is launching
this technology in two
new metal cutting
fluids for ferrous and
aluminium alloys,
Castrol Hysol SL 36
XBB and Castrol Alusol
SL 61 XBB.
“Since we
introduced cutting
fluids with XBB
technology,
metalworking plants
all over the world
have been reporting
excellent results –
substantial savings on
additive top-ups, and
dramatically increased
system life,” said Dr
Rudi Janner, Global
Product Manager at
Castrol.
“A major truck/
powertrain production
manufacturer adopted
Castrol Hysol SL 36
XBB for manufacturing
cast-iron engine blocks
and has seen a 90%
reduction in additive costs – and eliminated biocide use
altogether.”
Metalworking fluids can suffer from bacterial growth and
contamination, resulting in the fluid ‘going off’. This leads
to pH depletion, unpleasant odours, unstable emulsion and
poor performance. Additives and biocides have been the way
to control this, but Castrol’s new XBB cutting fluid technology
maintains constant pH levels and stable conditions for longer*
than other standard cutting fluids.
For plants in soft water areas foaming is a particular
issue, frequently flooding systems, compromising part quality
and causing unplanned downtime. The two new fluids’
performance in soft water conditions will enable these plants
to work consistently for longer, as well as enjoying cost savings
in top-ups, biocide, and frequent fluid changes, without
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harmful chemicals.
Castrol Hysol SL 36 XBB is optimised for metalworking
with ferrous alloys, but has also been used successfully with
aluminium. Users have reported improved system life, and
reduced corrosion on tools and finished parts alike.
Castrol Alusol SL 61 XBB is a versatile, high-performance
fluid. It’s especially high lubricity and wetting properties make
it ideal for challenging tasks with aluminium alloys.
Both formulas are designed to be low foaming in soft water
conditions, and keep the fluid stable for longer, minimising the
use of boron or formaldehyde-releasing agents.
* Proven in lab tests and seen in real production
conditions.
For further details contact BP Southern Africa: Technical
enquiries toll-free 0800 111 551 / 021 408 2065 or general
reception on TEL: 011 488 5111 or visit www.castrol.co.za

Widia’s Top Drill-S
for stainless steel now
available

T

he newly developed Widia Top Drill-S is now available for
manufacturers of stainless steel parts seeking improved
productivity, performance and tool life.
Widia's Top Drill-S (TDS) series has been designed to
deliver pinpoint centring ability, as well as increased wear
resistance and tool life when conducting heat-generating
machining applications on tough materials. The geometry
and gash design are said to improve chip evacuation and
deliver a smooth chip transition from the cutting edge to the
flutes. This capability reduces cutting forces and subsequent
high temperatures, something that is complemented by
the newly developed WM15PD high-aluminium coating
and polished flutes. The multi-layered AlTiN based coating
gives the TDS a high hardness level at high temperatures,
a feature that supports high-speed drilling and MQL
applications in stainless steel, including duplex variants.
Featuring through coolant, the TDS drill has a point that

consists of a patented
design to reduce cutting
forces. Precision is supported
by a two-margin land that
retains cutting stability and reduces friction. In addition,
the large chip-flute cross-section and small core diameter
supports the fast removal of chips, especially when drilling
deep holes.
TDS drills are available with 3xD, 5xD and 8xD length
options, and in diameters from 3 to 20mm in 0.1mm
increments. The 140° point angle drills are supplied with
an overall length from 62 to 234mm diameter and a flute
length from 20 to 181mm, depending upon the designation
selected.
For more information contact Widatech on
TEL: 011 450 2108, email: info@widatech.co.za or
visit www.widia.com
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EX-H-DRL - OSG’s carbide drill
for removing broken taps in components

O

SG’s Exocarb XH-DRL drill series is specifically
designed to remove cut taps that have broken off
in the hole during tapping. Sold individually or in
sets, this tool is a cost-effective alternative to EDM as a
means of removing broken taps.
The trigon flute design ensures high rigid geometry
to allow drill penetration into hardened tool steel up to
70HRC. Sold individually or in sets the Exocarb XH-DRL
drill is available in 11 sizes. The drill removes straight
flute, gun nose and spiral flute taps.
How it works
Position the drill at the centre of the damaged
tap, securing both the workpiece and the drill firmly.
When the head of the damaged tap is protruding, grind
the damaged surface flat to make the centre of the
damaged tap easier to drill. Make an initial, centred
approach by drilling lightly, then quickly withdrawing the

drill. For this step, do not use lubrication.
Then drill the hole at a fixed feed speed, stopping the
operation occasionally to remove chip waste. In addition,
use plenty of high quality cutting fluid. Once the hole has
been cleared, the peripheral remnants of the tap can be
removed with ease. Once the hole is cleaned, tapping
can be resumed.
80th anniversary
OSG celebrates its 80th anniversary this year.
Established in Tokyo, Japan in 1938 by Hideo
Osawa as OSG Grinding Co. Ltd., OSG originally only
manufactured taps. Since then the company has grown
into a comprehensive cutting tool manufacturer and
dramatically increased theirr product lineup to include
gauges, dies, end mills, drills and indexable tooling.
For further details contact Somta Tools on
TEL: 011 390 8700 or visit www.somta.co.za

Reap the benefits with Amada
CFC technology - 90% faster laser cutting

A

mada is making its new
Clean Fast Cut (CFC)
technology available as
standard on the company’s 6
and 9 kW fiber laser cutting
machines. CFC is said to
be up to 90% faster than
standard Clean Cut (CC) and
can use less nitrogen when
cutting 8mm stainless steel,
for example. The technology
was developed at Amada’s
R&D centres in Japan and
has been tested at the
company’s European Laser Technical Centre near Munich,
Germany.
The gains stem from a new design of cutting nozzle that
optimises gas flow dynamics, and the company’s own fiber
laser engine with 3kW diode modules, said to be the largest
in the industry.
CFC is capable of delivering benefits to general
subcontractors that cut mid-thickness stainless steel and
mild steel, as the higher cutting speeds and lower gas
consumption give a reduced cost-per-part. Manufacturers
needing to weld or paint parts after processing will also enjoy
advantages as there is no need to clean the edges, which is
necessary when using oxygen to cut mild steel. Food, marine,
medical and chemical plant equipment producers will benefit
too, thanks to higher productivity in stainless steel processing.
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On a 9kW Amada fiber
laser, CFC is effective on
stainless steel from 4 to
15mm thick and mild steel
from 4 to 12mm, while
on a 6kW machine the
technology will produce
gains on stainless steel
from 4 to 12mm and mild
steel from 4 to 8mm. Below
4mm thickness, Amada
says that its standard CC is
very productive.
Aside from faster processing speeds and reduced
gas consumption, a number of additional advantages are
available to customers. For instance, the nozzle does not
touch the sheet of material, so will not produce marks
or scratches, a factor that will appeal particularly to
manufacturers in the food and medical sectors. In addition,
CFC does not require excessive nesting gaps between parts,
so sheet utilisation can be maximised, further reducing costper-part, while close pitch holes can be processed without
affecting gas flow dynamics, thus maintaining part quality.
Importantly, CFC is not an optional extra and is shipping
now as standard with newly ordered Amada 6 and 9 kW fibre
laser machines.
For further details contact Amada Johannesburg on
TEL: 011 453 5459 or visit www.amada.co.jp

Okuma’s new

2SP-2500H CNC lathe
Features smart machine productivity in a compact footprint.

O

kuma has launched
the 2SP-2500H
two-spindle CNC
lathe, with innovative
front-facing twin spindles
to provide much higher
levels of productivity and
far greater reliability, for
auto parts and other mass
production applications.
The 2SP-2500H is an
automation-ready machine
that integrates two lathes
into one unit with a
standard loader that feeds
blanks for continuous
front and back work.
By consolidating
a twin-spindle lathe
featuring machining
capacity more powerful
and accurate than before,
with a quick-action loader, the machine is achieving extremely
minimal production line times. Moreover, tool life duration
can be predicted and cutting edge breakage prevented by
the Tool Life Calculator, an Okuma suite app. To proactively
avoid machine stoppage and make possible long unattended
operations, “Maintenance suite” is a visual tool for the key
maintenance activities. The machine width is the smallest

in its class at 2 200mm,
which all translates into
high floor-space utilisation.
Mainly for automotive parts
up to ø250mm (Optional),
this CNC lathe produces
high-quality parts with high
efficiency and accuracy.
A high-speed overhead
gantry loader comes
standard with this machine
tool and enables long,
unattended production
runs. The machine’s
unique design allows for
easier access to tools by a
modification to the turret
orientation. Workpiece
transport and changeover
times are greatly reduced
resulting in cycle time
reductions of up to 17 per
cent. This feature is available in a variety of configurations
based on part size and weight.
The 2SP-2500H is a highly productive and a very reliable,
smart machine. It is ready to support manufacturers striving
to innovate their mass production applications.
For further details contact F & H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050 or visit www.fhmt.co.za

Walter product data

is now available on MachiningCloud

W

alter cutting tool product data is now available on
MachiningCloud. Over 40 000 tool items can be
accessed by Walter customers. Walter offers a
wide range of precision tools for milling, turning, drilling and
threading applications. MachiningCloud is a product data
provider for world-leading cutting tool manufacturers, CNC
machines, and workholding.
The Walter MachiningCloud partnership utilises the
convenience of cloud-based technology, which enables
customers to optimise the way they gather information for
their manufacturing operations by effortlessly searching for
the proper cutting tool that best fits their cutting conditions
without having to search through catalogues or multiple
websites.
Furthermore, Walter customers will be able to increase
productivity and achieve greater accuracy by easily
downloading descriptive, usage and geometric information

directly into their shop floor software, such as CAM,
simulation, and tool management systems.
“At Walter, we believe that good product data is the
foundation for optimising customer digital processes. Based
on this conviction, we have been preparing our product data
for some time. With the Walter catalogue on MachiningCloud,
we have reached another milestone on this journey, which is
not yet at its goal”, says Konstantinos Bountolas, responsible
for product data and digital solutions at Walter.
“We are very happy that customers can now find
Walter product data on MachiningCloud. In a world eager
to embrace Industry 4.0 technology, MachiningCloud will
help deliver up-to-date product data right from Walter’s
knowledgebase to Walter’s customer desktops and tablets,”
says Pierre-Francois Tavard, Senior Product Manager for
MachiningCloud.
For further details visit www.walter-tools.com
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Feeding the positive

milling champion – TaeguTec
ChaseFeed high positive
SBMT 09 insert line

T

aeguTec’s
ChaseFeed
family of
highly efficient
SBMT inserts
and relevant
holders have
been expanded
to enable the
same excellent
performance for
high feed rate
conditions in
smaller depth of
cut applications.
The SBMT 09
insert comes with
a high positive
helix cutting edge
and is perfectly
suited for smooth
machining
applications.
Similar to its SBMT
13 counterpart,
the SBMT 09 is a
single-sided, fourcutting-edge insert
specifically suited
to generate a lower
cutting load during
machining.
The SBMT
09 insert line
includes end mills
in diameters 25 to
40mm, modular
types in 25 to 42mm and face mill types in diameters 32
to 80mm. Also, all SBMT 09 line tool holders are coolant
capable due to their built-in through hole design.
Specifically made for high durability, these inserts can
reach a feed rate of 1.5mm/tooth at a maximum depth
of cut of 1.2mm. These strong and positive single-sided
inserts come in a 4 mm thickness generating smooth
machining in high feed milling on various workpiece
materials.
The SBMT 09 inserts are available in three geometries:
M for optimum machining in steel and general machining;
ML for stainless steel, heat resistant alloy, low power
machining in unstable and long overhang situations as
well as MR for high hardness machining and interrupted
conditions.
The testing phase of the ChaseFeed SBMT 09 line
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recorded some remarkable improvements in tool life,
productivity and metal removal rate compared to the
leading competitors’ similar tools.
When pitted against two leading competitors, the
SBMT 09 increased tool life by 88 per cent and 100
per cent while machining a workpiece made from
X40CrMoV5-1, says TaeguTec. The increase in metal
removal rates were equally impressive ranking up
increases of 100 per cent on materials made from mould
steel.
The most impressive improvement came in productivity.
TaeguTec’s ChaseFeed SMBT 09 increased productivity
by as much as 180 per cent over the competition on
X40CrMoV5-1 workpieces.
For more information contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500 or visit www.taegutec.com

The new SH-5000P

horizontal machining center
from Tongtai

T

he new SH-5000P horizontal machining center from
Tongtai was developed for mass production line
formation. The new compact machine has a 35%
smaller footprint than the previous model, allowing for
maximum shop floor space utilisation. At only 2 300mm
wide, floor space is minimised.
The Tongtai SH-5000P horizontal machining center is a
XY traveling column type design where the pallet moves in
Z. The APC unit, located in front of the machine, provides
easy access and slashes idle time. The APC is a rotary type
pallet changer and it exchanges the pallets in only seven
seconds. For pallet rotation in the machining envelope,
a full contouring B-axis precisely indexes the pallet every
0.001 degree and a hydraulic clamping mechanism is used
to clamp the pallet in place for excellent repeatability. The
B-axis is high speed, with 90-degree index time of 0.76
seconds.
The
SH-5000P
features an
ultra rigid
Meehanite
cast iron
frame with
an advanced
3-point leveling system.
The Ecofriendly LHL
/ LubeUSA
grease lubrication system
is standard
for ways and
ballscrews
- no coolant
contamination and no
waste oil.
The 40mm
diameter ballscrews are
class 3 with
a double nut
pre-loaded and
pre-tensioned design allowing a blazing
rapid traverse rate of 60 metres per minute.
Furthermore, high-speed acceleration drastically
reduces non-cut time (XYZ acc/dec of up to 1.0G). The
ABS (Absolute Pulse Coder) servo system does not require
zero return. The machine can be started anytime from
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any position, saving non-productive time. A standard
rear discharge chip removal system includes a center
trough design with high volume chip wash for efficient
chip removal. A combination dual level caterpillar type
conveyor with fines separator is standard and is suitable
for virtually any types of chips/material.
At the heart of the machine is a high power integral
spindle with 15 000rpm and spindle acceleration from
0 to 7000rpm in just 0.48 seconds and 0 to15 000rpm in
only 1.9 seconds. Deceleration from 12 000rpm to stop
is only 0.8 seconds. The powerful spindle, which switches
windings on the fly, produces 37kW peak, 26kW in
high and 25kW. To enhance milling capabilities, a
Big Plus dual contact spindle is standard. Air/oil
mist is used for spindle bearing lubrication
to increase spindle life. The standard
60-station automatic tool changer
provides ultra fast tool
selection. Tool
change time
is only 1.4
seconds tool
to tool due
to the use of
the patented
Sankyo
RollerDrive™
gearbox
for the arm
mechanism.
Average chipto-chip time
is only 3.0
seconds. The
ATC system
is a random
style system.
The
Fanuc OiM-F
conversational
control is standard to
provide you with reliable
state-of-the-art controllers
and the latest in servo and spindle
technology. The OiM-F is capable of
handling the most demanding high speed
machining applications and is available with a full
complement of high speed machining options for mold
detail and electrode machining.
For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 914 3360 or visit www.pbsmt.co.za

